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Rochdale Borough Council

AUDIT AND GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE

Tuesday, 6th December 2016 at 6.15 pm

Hollingworth Room B, First Floor, Number One Riverside, 
Smith Street, Rochdale, OL16 1XU

A G E N D A

Apologies for Absence
1.  Declarations of Interest 1 - 3

Members must indicate at this stage any items on the agenda in 
which they must declare an interest.  Members must verbally 
give notice of their interest at the meeting and complete the 
form attached with this agenda.  

Members are also advised to take advice with regard to any 
matter where there is potential bias or predetermination in any 
business to be considered at the meeting and whether they 
should take part in decision making at the meeting.

Members are reminded that, in accordance with the Localism 
Act 2011 and the Council's adopted Code of Conduct, they 
must declare the nature of any discloseable pecuniary interest; 
personal interest and/or prejudicial interest required of them 
and, in the case of any discloseable pecuniary interest or 
prejudicial interest, withdraw from the meeting during 
consideration of the item, unless permitted otherwise within the 
Code of Conduct.

2.  Minutes 4 - 6

To consider the minutes of meeting of the of Audit and 
Governance Committee held on 26th September 2016. 

3.  Internal Audit - Quarter 2 Report 2016/17 7 - 23

4.  Options for Appointment of External Auditor 24 - 29

5.  Risk Management Progress Report - Quarter 2 2016/17 30 - 40

6.  RBC 2015-16 Annual Audit Letter 41 - 54

7.  GM and RBC Strategy Alignment 55 - 65

8.  Exclusion of Press and Public 

To consider excluding the press and public from the meeting 
during consideration of the following item of business in 
accordance with the provisions of Section 100A (4) of the Local 
Government Act 1972, as amended.

9.  Code of Conduct Update 66 - 68



DECLARATION OF INTERESTS

IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE CODE OF CONDUCT ADOPTED BY THE COUNCIL ON 25TH JULY 2012, MEMBERS ARE REQUIRED TO DECLARE DISCLOSABLE 
PECUNIARY INTERESTS, PERSONAL INTERESTS AND PREJUDICIAL INTERESTS (LISTED ON THEIR REGISTER OF INTERESTS).

MEMBERS SHOULD REFER TO THE CODE OF CONDUCT AND/OR THE MONITORING OFFICER AND/OR THEIR DECLARATION FOR FURTHER GUIDANCE

MEETING AND DATE

…………………………….

Agenda item

Indicate either
 Discloseable Pecuniary Interest OR
 Personal Interest OR
 Personal and Prejudicial interest

Nature of Interest

Signed…………………………………………………………………………………………        Please print name…………………………………………………………………………………………..

IF A MEMBER HAS A DISCLOSEABLE PECUNIARY INTEREST THAT HAS NOT BEEN INCLUDED ON THEIR REGISTER SUBMISSION, THEY ARE REQUIRED BY 
LAW TO UPDATE THEIR REGISTER ENTRY WITHIN 28 DAYS.  FAILURE TO PROVIDE PROPER NOTIFICATION IS A CRIMINAL OFFENCE.

THIS FORM, INCLUDING ‘NIL’ ENTRIES, MUST BE GIVEN TO THE GOVERNANCE AND COMMITTEE OFFICER NO LATER THAN AT THE END OF THE MEETING
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Summary of discloseable pecuniary interests, personal interests and prejudicial interests.

Disclosable pecuniary interests
A ‘disclosable pecuniary interest’ is an interest of yourself, or of your partner if you are aware of your 
partner's interest, within the descriptions set out in the table below.  "Partner" means a spouse or civil 
partner, or a person with whom you are living as husband or wife, or a person with whom you are 
living as if you are civil partners.

Subject Description
Employment, office, 
trade, profession or 
vocation

Any employment, office, trade, profession or vocation carried on for profit 
or gain

Sponsorship Any payment or provision of any other financial benefit (other than from the 
Council) made or provided within the 12 month period prior to notification 
of the interest in respect of any expenses incurred by you in carrying out 
duties as a member, or towards your election expenses.  

Contracts Any contract made between you or your partner (or a body in which you or 
your partner has a beneficial interest) and the Council - 
(a) under which goods or services are to be provided or works are to be 
executed: and 
(b) which has not been fully discharged.

Land Any beneficial interest in land which is within the area of the Rochdale 
Metropolitan Borough Council.

Licences Any licence (alone or jointly with others) to occupy land in the area of the 
Borough for a month or longer.

Corporate Tenancies Any tenancy where (to your knowledge) - 
(a) the landlord is the Council: and
(b) the tenant is a body in which you or your partner has a beneficial 
interest.

Securities Any beneficial interest in securities of a body where -
(a) that body (to your knowledge) has a place of business or land in the 
area of the Borough; and
(b) either –
(i) the total nominal value of the securities exceeds £25,000 or one 
hundredth of the total issued share capital of that body; or
(ii) if the share capital of that body is of more than one class, the total 
nominal value of the shares of any one class in which you or your partner 
has a beneficial interest exceeds one hundredth of the total issued share 
capital of that class.

Personal Interests
You have a personal interest in any business of the authority where it relates to or is likely to affect - 
(a) any body of which you are in a position of general control or management and to which you are 

appointed or nominated by your authority;
(b)  any body -

(i) exercising functions of a public nature;
(ii) directed to charitable purposes; or
(iii) one of whose principal purposes includes the influence of public opinion or policy 

(including any political party or trade union), 
of which you are in a position of general control or management;
(c) the interests of any person from whom you have received a gift or hospitality with an estimated 

value of at least £25.

Prejudicial Interests
Where you have a personal interest you also have a prejudicial interest in that business where the 
interest is one which a member of the public with knowledge of the relevant facts would reasonably 
regard as so significant that it is likely to prejudice your judgement of the public interest and where 
that business -
(a) Affects your financial position or the financial position of a person or body described above; or
 (b) Relates to the determining of any approval, consent, licence, permission or registration in relation 

to you or any person or body described above.

MEMBERS ARE ADVISED TO REFER TO THE FULL DESCRIPTIONS CONTAINED IN THE
COUNCIL’S CODE OF CONDUCT ADOPTED ON 25TH JULY 2012.
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AUDIT AND GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE

MINUTES OF MEETING
Monday, 26th September 2016

PRESENT:  Councillor Bell (In the Chair); Councillors Butterworth, Dearnley, James 
Gartside, Heakin, Malcolm and Ann Taylor

OFFICERS: I Corbridge, M Dixon, T Brown and C Denyer (Resources Directorate) 

ALSO IN ATTENDANCE:   G. Mills (Grant Thornton UK LLP)

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE: Councillor Joinson, Councillor O'Rourke, Councillor 
Rashid and A Underdown

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
17 There were no declarations of interest.

MINUTES OF MEETING MONDAY, 8 AUGUST 2016 OF AUDIT AND 
GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE
18 DECIDED – That the minutes of the meeting of the Audit and 
Governance Committee held on 8th August 2016 be approved as a correct 
record.

INTERNAL AUDIT - QUARTER 1 REPORT 2016/17
19 The Director of Resources reported to the Committee summarising the work 
of the Internal Audit Team during the first quarter period of 2016/17. This report was 
submitted to enable the Audit and Governance Committee, in accordance with their 
work programme and overall responsibility for governance, to scrutinise Internal Audit 
coverage during the first quarter of 2016/17 on all Services within RBC. The work of 
RBC Internal Audit is governed by the UK Public Sector Internal Audit Standards.

The Committee were advised of the planned audit work undertaken during quarter 
one which had an ‘adequate’ or ‘substantial’ assurance opinion, and provided with a 
summary as to key areas identified for improvement and any high priority agreed 
actions that may have been identified.  Further, more detailed information was 
presented in respect of both those audit reviews with a ‘limited’ assurance opinion 
and unplanned work. The Committee were assured that actions are now progressing 
to address all the key issues identified and the outcomes of follow up audits would be 
presented to the Committee at a future meeting. 

In considering the report the Committee raised a concern as to the effectiveness of 
the procurement arrangements in place to support the Borough’s economy.

DECIDED – That (1) the report be noted; and
(2) the Head of Internal Audit is requested to develop an approach to 

provide assurance that the Borough’s economy is being supported by current 
procurement arrangements.

EXTERNAL ASSESSMENT OF INTERNAL AUDIT
20 The Committee considered the report of the Director of Resources which set 
out proposals for the Audit and Governance Committee to approve in principal the 
method by which an external assessment of RBC Internal Audit may be carried out to 
comply with the Public Sector Internal Audit Standards (PSIAS). This aligned with the 
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Audit and Governance Committee’s work programme and overall responsibility for 
governance, which included monitoring the work and effectiveness of Internal Audit 
on an ongoing basis and gaining assurance that best practice is being adopted.  .

The recommendations in the report were presented as Internal Audit was required to 
comply with the PSIAS which were introduced with effect from 1 April 2013. As part 
of the these Standards, the Head of Internal Audit was required to develop and 
maintain a quality assurance and improvement programme that covered all aspects 
of Internal Audit activity which should also assess the efficiency and effectiveness of 
Internal Audit activity and identify opportunities for improvement. The quality 
assurance and improvement programme for RBC Internal Audit was approved by the 
Audit and Governance Committee on 7th December 2015 and included the 
requirement for an external assessment every five year which should express an 
opinion on Internal Audit’s conformance to the PSIAS.

Having considered and presented the relative merits of the various options available 
to meet this requirement, the proposal put forward was to adopt a Peer Review 
process developed by the North West Chief Audit Executive Group

DECIDED – that the proposed Peer Review process be approved as the means 
of complying with the requirements of the PSIAS for an external assessment of 
Internal Audit every five years. 

INTERNAL AUDIT CHARTER
21 The Committee considered a report of the Director of Resources which 
sought approval of the updated Internal Audit Charter. The Public Sector Internal 
Audit Standards (PSIAS) require an Internal Audit Charter to be approved in order to 
define Internal Audit’s purpose, authority and responsibility. The Charter is required 
to establish Internal Audit’s position within the Council, its reporting lines, 
authorisation for access to records, personnel and physical property relevant to the 
performance of audit work, and defines the scope of Internal Audit activities.

The current Internal Audit Charter was approved by the Audit and Safeguarding 
Committee 24th June 2013 and was required to be updated following changes to the 
PSIAS and the governance and management structures within RBC to ensure that it 
remained fit for purpose and supported the current operation and remit of RBC 
Internal Audit.

DECIDED – that the updated Audit Charter as detailed in Appendix 1 to the 
submitted report be approved.

RISK MANAGEMENT PROGRESS REPORT - QUARTER 1 2016/17
22 The Committee considered the report of the Director of Resources which 
summarised Risk Management activities during Quarter 1 of the period 2016/ 17.

The work of RBC Risk Management is an ongoing requirement from the Accounts 
and Audit Regulations to produce an Annual Governance Statement (AGS) with Risk 
Management processes being an integral part of the AGS.

In considering the report the Committee requested that consideration be given as to 
how Members could drill down into specific areas of risk or concern in order to better 
understand how that area is being managed and controlled 
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DECIDED – that (1) the Risk Management – Quarter 1 2016/17 progress report 
be noted; and 

(2) information on the details that inform one of the Service Risk 
Registers be provided to the meeting scheduled to be held on 6th December 
2016 for interrogation by the Committee.
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Subject: Internal Audit - Quarter 2 Report 
2016/17

Status: For Publication

Report to: Audit and Governance Committee

Cabinet Member: Cabinet Member for Finance

Date: Tuesday, 6 December 2016
 

Report of: Director of Resources

Author Email:    ian.corbridge@rochdale.gov.uk

Author: Ian Corbridge

Tel: Tel: 01706925452

1 Purpose of Report

1.1      This report summarises the work of the Internal Audit team during the second quarter 
of 2016/17.

2 Recommendations

2.1       Report for information.

3 Background

3.1      This report is to enable the Audit and Governance Committee, in accordance with their 
work programme and overall responsibility for governance, to scrutinise Internal Audit 
coverage during the second quarter of 2016/17 on all Services within the Council. The 
work of RBC Internal Audit is governed by the UK Public Sector Internal Audit 
Standards.

Alternatives considered

3.2       Not applicable.

4 Financial Implications

4.1      If Internal Audit recommendations are not implemented, the Council will be exposed to 
the risks set out in the relevant detailed Internal Audit reports. Internal Audit 
recommendations are raised as a result of weaknesses identified during reviews and 
therefore such identified issues impact upon compliance and governance.

5  Legal Implications

5.1      There are no legal implications arising from this report.

6 Personnel Implications

6.1       There are no personnel implications arising from this report.
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7 Corporate Priorities

7.1       This report supports the Council’s overall corporate objectives of ensuring that 
governance arrangements remain strong across the Council, particularly throughout 
this period of significant change.

8. Risk Assessment Implications 

8.1       The only implications on risk are those issues which have been highlighted by Internal 
Audit during the quarter. In this regard, these risks will be mitigated by completion of 
the actions agreed with management and summarised within this report.

9. Equalities Impacts

9.1       Workforce Equality Impacts Assessment

There are no workforce equality issues arising from this report.

9.2       Equality/Community Impact Assessments

            There are no equality/community issues arising from this report.

10. Risk Based Audit Approach

10.1 Internal Audit is responsible for providing an annual opinion on the internal control 
environment, risk management and governance processes for the Council as a whole, 
as set out within the Internal Audit Charter. A risk based approach is taken within 
individual audit reviews, embracing operational and management controls and the 
wider business risks. This allows an opinion to be expressed on risk identification and 
exposure and the adequacy of systems in place to manage those risks. 

10.2 In each Internal Audit report Internal Audit provides a clear audit assurance opinion on 
how effectively risks are being managed in the area under review. These opinions are 
as follows:

Assurance 
Opinion

Explanation

Limited A number of key risks are not managed effectively. The control systems in operation are 
in need of significant improvement.

Adequate The control systems in operation are generally sound. However, opportunities exist to 
improve the management of some risks.

Substantial There is a sound system of control in operation to manage risks effectively.

10.3 In terms of the Internal Audit follow up process to provide Members with the assurance 
that agreed recommendations have been implemented on a timely basis, any ‘red’ 
reports on which we can provide only limited assurance will be highlighted within 
section 12 of this report. These will be subject to specific discussion and challenge by 
Members with senior officers from the relevant Service. Thereafter, Internal Audit will 
perform a formal follow up audit within a six month period or sooner if the due date for 
completing the agreed actions is earlier and report back to the Audit and Governance 
Committee with our findings.

10.4 In terms of any ‘adequate’ or ‘substantial’ assurance opinions, all high and medium 
priority actions will be followed up by Internal Audit to confirm completion once the due 
dates have passed. Any delays in implementation will be reported to the Committee for 
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further consideration. If some of the recommendations have not yet been actioned, 
Internal Audit will request reasons for the delay and confirmation of a revised date by 
which the action should be completed. The current status of the implementation of 
audit recommendations as confirmed by formal follow up audits is highlighted within 
Appendix B and any key issues will be highlighted to the Members. Whilst in some 
cases implementation has not been achieved by the originally agreed dates, Internal 
Audit has received reasonable explanations to support the delays incurred and will 
continue to monitor progress through to the revised dates proposed by management. 
As such, there are no matters to bring to the attention of Members at this stage.

10.5 Draft reports are issued to management with the requirement that formal responses to 
recommendations raised are received within one month of the issue date. Internal 
Audit actively follows up with management via an escalation process to ensure that the 
reports and actions are agreed in a timely manner. At present, there are no draft 
reports where responses are still outstanding beyond the agreed period.

11 Planned Work Completed During Quarter Two
11.1 Appendix A contains the details of planned audit reviews completed during quarter 

two which had an ‘adequate’ or ‘substantial’ assurance opinion. Key areas for 
improvement are summarised for each audit with a specific focus on any agreed 
actions designated as high priority.

12 Audit Reviews with ‘Limited’ assurance opinions and Follow Up Audits
12.1 A number of follow up reviews to previous audit reports within a red “limited 

assurance” opinion are currently in progress and outcomes will be reported to 
Members at the next Audit and Governance Committee meeting.

   
12.2    The current status of all other follow up audits is summarised in Appendix B and there 

are no specific issues which need to be drawn to the attention of Members.

13       Unplanned work

13.1    Petty Cash 
 (Director of Adult Services)

Following allegations of misappropriation of cash within an Adult Care establishment, 
Internal Audit were requested to evaluate changes made by management to cash 
handling procedures and the overall control environment in response to the issue 
raised. The review also included a wider assessment to determine if any other monies 
had gone missing.

The review concluded that the controls in place were now more effective and 
accountability for cash is now much stronger. Furthermore no further issues were 
identified from the review.

13.2    Petty cash 
             (Director of Neighbourhoods)

           Following the loss of some petty cash from within a Neighbourhoods establishment, 
Internal Audit was requested to undertake an investigation to establish the 
circumstances surrounding the loss. The review also examined the control 
environment in place in order to establish whether it is operating effectively or whether 
improvements can be made in order to adequately manage the risk of further 
misappropriation.
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The review identified weaknesses in the security procedures relating to the cash float 
held which impaired accountability for cash and associated transactions. A number of 
actions were agreed, and have already been implemented, to bring controls in line with 
guidance within the Financial Regulations. In view of the control issues identified, it 
was not possible to establish accountability for the loss; however this should be 
possible in the future in view of the improvements made.

     
13.3 Savings Programme 

       (Various)

Internal Audit provided input into challenging the assumptions and calculations of 
certain initiatives forming part of the current Savings Programme. As part of this, 
Internal Audit liaised directly with relevant senior management to confirm the outcomes 
from the review prior to the proposals being submitted to Members for consideration 
and approval.

13.4 Duplicate invoices
  (Director of Adult Services)

     
An issue was referred to Internal Audit concerning duplicate invoices being received 
from a supplier, as initial correspondence from management with the supplier had 
failed to resolve the matter. A number of invoices were “on hold” pending resolution of 
the matter.

The review confirmed that a number of duplicate invoices had been received over the 
past two years although credit notes had already been received for a number of these. 
Four further duplicates were identified amounting to £1,400, of which three were on 
hold for payment pending queries, and credit notes were then pursued to resolve these 
issues. Only £313 had been paid in error and the supplier was then pursued for a 
refund/ credit. 

We note the fact that as part of routine financial processes, software is used to identify 
any duplicate invoices to reduce the risk of any financial loss. Invoices are subject to 
data matches with other transactions on a daily basis, based on specified criteria. This 
review confirmed that one of the duplicate invoices for this supplier had not been 
picked up by the system due to a technicality. However as a result of this, the criteria 
on which matches are processed is currently being reviewed to ensure its 
effectiveness is enhanced further. In addition, further testing of duplicate invoices is 
being included as part of the current creditors system audit, the outcomes of which will 
be reported to a future Audit and Governance Committee meeting.
 

14      Counter Fraud Team

14.1 A summary of the work completed by the Counter Fraud Team from April 2016 to 
September 2016 is set out below.

Performance

14.2 A total of 483 fraud referrals were received in the first half of this financial year, 
representing a slight decrease of 64, from the same period in 2015/16.  The main 
sources of these referrals came from the National Fraud Initiative (NFI), the 
Partnership Enforcement Team, anonymous information and RBC employees. A 
significant number of these do not progress to formal investigation by the team as they 
are either passed to the DWP or closed due to apparent malicious intent or the fact 
that there is not enough information to progress the matter.
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14.3 From April 2016 – September 2016 the team achieved £227,409 in additional savings 
and overpayments. This figure derives from successful investigations into transactions 
associated with a number of Service areas including Benefits, Council Tax, Business 
Rates, Blue Badge and Adult Care, as well as additional income from fraud financial 
penalties, administrative penalties and court costs. 

14.4 75% of referrals have resulted in positive outcomes, whilst allowing for a 30% margin 
for malicious and unfounded allegations of fraud.

14.5 A total of 11 sanctions have been achieved, consisting of 5 prosecutions, 4 formal 
cautions and 2 fines for fraud.

National Fraud Initiative (NFI)

14.6 The Counter Fraud Team is one of several sections within the Council that have an 
important role to play in checking data matches that are received from the NFI.  

14.7 The Team tackled a sample of the NFI Council Tax Single Person Discount matches, 
which are aimed at identifying fraud and error in households where customers claim a 
25% discount off their Council Tax bill. The matches were sifted and checked, and 
then proactive visits took place, which have resulted in savings of over £30,000 being 
identified. 

14.8 The Team will tackle the first NFI Council Tax Support match in January 2017, once 
the data has been received.  

14.9 An additional £20,000 in overpayments has been raised from investigating the 
2014/2015 NFI Housing Benefit (HB) matches with Council Tax Support (CTS) in 
payment. In this regard, over £43,000 had already been raised throughout 2015/16. 

Partnership Enforcement Team (PET)

14.10 The Counter Fraud Team not only investigates cases of fraud, but also provides a 
wealth of advice across the Council to services and to external bodies including 
immigration and the police.  Replies have been made to over 148 Data Protection 
Requests from April 2016 – September 2016, not including the work that is completed 
in the PET. 

14.11 Referrals from different teams are brought to the PET weekly meeting each Monday to 
discuss and work on together.  A combination of intelligence, skills and powers from 
the different enforcement agencies are used to prevent and detect fraud within the 
Borough. Currently the following cross-agency teams attend the weekly meeting: GMP 
– Organised Crime Team; Divisional Tasking Team, Rochdale BC – Children’s 
Services; Community Cohesion & Equality; Community Safety; Fraud; Public 
Protection; Strategic Housing, DWP – Fraud, RBH – Enforcement, Fire Service 
officials.

14.12 The Counter Fraud Team also dealt with over 193 ‘police checks’ on Rochdale BC 
systems, to help the police trace alleged offenders and absconders.  In addition, a total 
of 12 fraud referrals have been received as a result of the PET. 

14.13 The experienced investigators have participated in days of action and proactive visits 
throughout the year, which has resulted in savings being generated in respect of 
Council Tax, Business Rates, Housing Benefit and Council Tax Support.
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15 Internal Audit Performance Measures

15.1 The table below shows actual performance as at 30 September 2016 against Internal 
Audit targets for the second quarter, including the actuals for 2015/16. 

Performance Indicator Actual 
 Q2 

2015/16

Actual 
 Year 

2015/16

Target 
Q2

2016/17

Actual 
Q2

2016/17
Economy
1. Cost per Audit Day – excluding overheads £231 £232 £269 £257

Efficiency
2. Chargeable days per auditor (days) 191 194 184 185

3. Percentage of audit plan completed (95% for full 
year)

49% 96% 44% 41%

4. Percentage of draft audit reports issued within 14 
days of completion of the audit

100% 100% 98% 100%

Effectiveness
5. Percentage of recommendations accepted 100% 100% 98% 100%

6. Results of client surveys - % of marks in the top 
two categories (i.e. very good & good)

98% 98% 98% 100%

  
15.2 All performance indicators are ahead of target for the second quarter with the exception of 

the percentage of audit plan completed which is slightly behind target. This is due to the 
time directed towards various investigations and unplanned time during the first six 
months. The outcomes from this work have either been reported to Members or will be 
once concluded. A full assessment of the current status of the Audit Plan has now been 
completed at the half year stage, taking account of work still to be done and the resources 
available, and the Head of Internal Audit can confirm that the targeted out-turn is still 
achievable for the full year. This position will continue to be closely monitored and should 
any further concerns arise, these will be drawn to the attention of the Members. 

15.3 The cost per audit day shows a positive variance due to ongoing high levels of time being 
directed towards Internal Audit work and efforts to reduce administrative time. 

15.4 Similarly, chargeable days per auditor shows a positive variance against target due to 
efforts to minimise administrative time. 

Background Papers
Document Place of Inspection

None
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Appendix A
Planned audits completed in quarter two

Service Audit Area Scope of Audit and Key Areas for Improvement
Assurance 

Opinion
Recommendation 

priorities
(H, M, L)

Children’s Home to School 
SEN Transport

Travel assistance is provided for pupils who, because of their complex 
special educational needs or physical disabilities, are unable to walk or 
use public transport to travel to school. Transport is provided to special 
schools and the pupil referral unit. Transport is provided by a mixture of 
private contractors and the in-house fleet. The audit focused on the cost 
effectiveness of the service, the effectiveness of route planning and 
controls over payments to passenger assistants.

The audit provided substantial assurance that an effective service was 
being provided to support the statutory responsibilities of the Authority. In 
view of the complex needs of certain pupils it was evident that the limited 
provision of specialist vehicles within the private sector meant that in 
house provision was still necessary to ensure that all needs are met. 
However the possibility of longer term contracts with providers may be 
worth considering to encourage external providers to invest more in their 
specialist vehicle fleets. In terms of passenger assistants, it was identified 
that some payments are still made based on minimum hours which in 
some cases may exceed actual hours worked. Consideration may 
therefore be given towards adopting the system used in Bury whereby 
such assistants are only paid for actual hours worked.

Substantial M - 2
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Service Audit Area Scope of Audit and Key Areas for Improvement
Assurance 

Opinion
Recommendation 

priorities
(H, M, L)

Children’s Early Years Pupil 
Premiums 

(EYPP)

The EYPP was introduced on 1 April 2015 to provide additional financial 
support to schools, nurseries and childminders with eligible children to 
improve the provision that disadvantaged three and four year olds receive 
through higher quality education and care. Providers have the freedom to 
decide how to make best use of this funding to support the eligible 
children within their care. The funding is passed through the Authority and 
then administered by the Free Entitlement Team. The audit assessed the 
Authority’s approach to administering, checking eligibility and passing the 
funding to providers, and also assessed the procedures within schools to 
comply with regulations.

The control systems in operation were assessed as being adequate 
although there were some opportunities to improve the management of 
some risks. A small number of issues were identified with processes within 
the Free Entitlement Team. However management confirmed that these 
have since been resolved through the implementation of the Rochdale 
Early Years Portal and as such we have not made any recommendations 
in this regard. There is a need to ensure that schools can demonstrate 
how money has been spent and how this has benefitted the children to 
feed into future Ofsted inspections and this is an area that can be 
improved upon. It was also agreed that regular reconciliations will be 
performed between funding allocated and actual payments made to 
ensure they align.

Adequate M – 1 
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Service Audit Area Scope of Audit and Key Areas for Improvement
Assurance 

Opinion
Recommendation 

priorities
(H, M, L)

Children’s Stronger Families In April 2012, the Government launched the Troubled Families Programme 
(known locally as Stronger Families) to turn around the lives of troubled 
families over a 3 year period. This has since been extended for a further 5 
years from 2015/16 to reach a further 400,000 families across England 
with £200 million being committed to fund this first year. The current 
Programme has been extended to families with a broader range of 
problems, including those affected by domestic violence and abuse, with 
younger children who need help and with a range of physical and mental 
health problems.
For each claim that is made by the Authority, there is a requirement for this 
to be independently verified by Internal Audit to confirm that it meets the 
claim criteria. The Authority must be able to demonstrate sustained and 
significant progress against the relevant criteria detailed in the Greater 
Manchester Troubled Families Phase 2 Family Outcomes Plan. To support 
this aim, a co-ordinated audit approach has been developed across 
Greater Manchester to ensure a consistent approach to verification is 
adopted.
The third claim in this Phase of £144,000 (cumulative claims of £213,600) 
was submitted in September 2016 and was verified by Internal Audit in 
accordance with the above methodology.

Substantial None
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Service Audit Area Scope of Audit and Key Areas for Improvement
Assurance 

Opinion
Recommendation 

priorities
(H, M, L)

Neighbourhoods Discretionary 
Crisis Fund 

(DCF)

Under the terms of the Welfare Reform Act, RBC established a welfare 
scheme known as the DCF, intended as a final safety net to provide 
immediate and targeted relief for members of the local community who are 
in the greatest need. The DCF is administered by an external provider. 
The audit focused on evaluating key aspects of the scheme including 
eligibility assessments, supporting documentation, the nature of awards 
given, processes for disallowed grants, data integrity and compliance with 
Council policy.

The audit provided substantial assurance that Council Policy was being 
adhered to and that all relevant processes were effective. As such no 
recommendations were made.  
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

Substantial None
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Service Audit Area Scope of Audit and Key Areas for Improvement
Assurance 

Opinion
Recommendation 

priorities
(H, M, L)

Neighbourhoods Waste 
Management

The audit of the waste management service focused on a number of areas 
including:

 Progress towards achieving expected outcomes from the Waste 
Management Strategy;

 Progress on realising the expected saving of £1 million as a result 
of the new waste management arrangements and approach;

 Complaints handling;
 Charging mechanisms;
 Management of risks;
 Communication strategies to the public;
 Compliance with regulations; and
 Effective use of waste audits.

The audit concluded that substantial assurance can be given that there is 
a sound system of control in operation to manage risks effectively. No 
recommendations were considered appropriate. It is evident that the 
Service is on track to achieve expected savings and proposed outcomes 
from their Strategy. Management produce a range of monthly reports to 
enable monitoring and reporting of performance. All other areas subject to 
review were found to be effective and we note that RBC won two industry 
awards at the Recycling Awards 2016.

Substantial None  
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Service Audit Area Scope of Audit and Key Areas for Improvement
Assurance 

Opinion
Recommendation 

priorities
(H, M, L)

Resources Treasury 
Management 

The Treasury Management function manage the Authority’s cash flows, 
borrowings and investments in order to control the associated risks and to 
achieve a high level of performance or return consistent with those risks 
and to preserve capital funds. The Authority continues to commission an 
external company to provide credit rating information to support investment 
decisions and ensure investment counterparties are monitored for their 
security. The scope of the audit focused on:

 Compliance with Treasury Management Strategy;
 Evaluating the procedures in place to support investments made 

and funds borrowed;
 Ensuring appropriate segregation of duties is in place within the 

function; and
 Ensuring appropriate records are maintained and effective 

reporting arrangements. 

The audit concluded that the processes involved in the Treasury 
Management function continue to be effective and appropriate controls are 
in place to mitigate all key areas of risk. No audit recommendations were 
considered necessary. The Council operates within the Treasury 
Management and Prudential Code developed by CIPFA. 

Substantial  None
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Service Audit Area Scope of Audit and Key Areas for Improvement
Assurance 

Opinion
Recommendation 

priorities
(H, M, L)

Various Grant 
Certifications

Certain grants available to RBC require periodic certification to confirm that 
the grants have been spent in accordance with grant terms and conditions. 
These certifications generally require sign off by the Head of Internal Audit 
together with either the Chief Executive or Chief Finance Officer. During 
quarter two, one grant certifications was signed off in this way. This was 
the following:
 Local Transport Capital Block Funding SGD 31/2530

Internal Audit performed various independent checks to ensure that the 
grant certification could be signed off and no issues arose from this work.

Substantial None
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Service Audit Area Scope of Audit and Key Areas for Improvement
Assurance 

Opinion
Recommendation 

priorities
(H, M, L)

Children’s Services 
- Schools

3 Primary 
Schools

1 Secondary 
School

These comprised reviews of the schools exposure to risk using the Ofsted 
document “Keeping your balance”, also taking account of other service 
areas and the extent of schools’ implementation of previous 
recommendations. 
Holy Family RC and CE College
Holy Family RC Primary
Meanwood Community Nursery and Primary
Middleton Parish Primary

Three high priority recommendations were made. These relate to the 
following issues:
 Payments being made to staff contrary to the DfE School Teachers 

Pay and Conditions document; 
 Approvals for paid leave being granted which were contrary to the 

Discretionary Leave Procedure issued in November 2015; and
 Not all members of the Governing Body were included in the school 

DBS register, thereby making it more difficult to demonstrate that they 
had all received appropriate clearance.

We can confirm that each of the above actions were implemented with 
immediate effect and processes are now in full compliance with 
regulations. 

A number of other actions were agreed to improve processes and controls 
including ensuring that:
 The school Finance Policy is reviewed and approved annually by 

Governors;
   All financial procedures are formally documented and approved;
   All payments made by BACS are appropriately authorised; and
 Valid VAT invoices are obtained to support all relevant transactions 

and are subject to VAT reclamation. 

Substantial – 
3

Adequate - 1

H – 3;
M – 9,
L – 19 
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Appendix B

FOLLOW UP OF OUTSTANDING INTERNAL AUDIT RECOMMENDATIONS – STATUS AS AT 15 NOVEMBER 2016   

Report Assurance Service 
High and 

Medium priority 
actions 

Final Date 
for 

Completion 
Follow up 

date 
Actions 

Complete
Actions 
Still in 

Progress 
Notes on Follow Up 

Audit

Asset Management 
(governance, roles & 
Responsibilities, Strategy 
and Policy)

A Economy and 
Environment 10 30/09/2014    

Being followed up as part 
of current audit on 

Statutory Compliance

Corporate Debt A Corporate 5 30/04/2015 10/11/2015 3 2

Remaining actions in 
progress relate to system 
development and policy 

review by HR which is due 
to be complete by January 

2017. 

Post Adoption Support A Children's 10 30/06/2015 21/08/2015 8 2

Follow up in progress. 
Awaiting response from 
management to confirm 

status.

Fostering Panel A Children's 25 31/07/2015 09/02/2016 11 14

Follow up being 
undertaken following 

further review of policies by 
31/08/16. Awaiting 

response from 
management to confirm 

status.

Recharges: Green Lane 
Workshop A Neighbourhoods 10 31/01/2016  1 9

Progress made on actions 
but full implementation now 

scheduled for 30 
September 2016. To be 
followed up in 2016/17.
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Report Assurance Service 
High and 

Medium priority 
actions 

Final Date 
for 

Completion 
Follow up 

date 
Actions 

Complete
Actions 
Still in 

Progress 
Notes on Follow Up 

Audit

Corporate CCTV 
Arrangements A Neighbourhoods 8 31/03/2016    

Following managerial 
changes, all actions should 
be complete by 31 August 
2016. Awaiting response 

from management to 
confirm status.

Events Management A Neighbourhoods 8 31/03/2016 23/05/2016 1 7

Revised date for 
implementation now set as 

30 September 2016. 
Awaiting response from 
management to confirm 

status.

Grant Awards - Community 
Services A Neighbourhoods 12 31/03/2016    

Follow up in progress. 
Awaiting response from 
management to confirm 

status

Corporate Back-Up and 
Recovery S Neighbourhoods 2 30/04/2016    Follow up in progress

Grant Awards - Economic 
Affairs A Economy 8 30/04/2016    

Follow up in progress. 
Awaiting response from 
management to confirm 

status

IT Disaster Recovery & 
Business Continuity A Neighbourhoods 2 31/07/2016    Follow up in progress

Corporate Health and 
Safety A Resources 9 30/09/2016    To be followed up 2016/17
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Report Assurance Service 
High and 

Medium priority 
actions 

Final Date 
for 

Completion 
Follow up 

date 
Actions 

Complete
Actions 
Still in 

Progress 
Notes on Follow Up 

Audit

Controcc and other 
Payments A Adult 3 31/10/2016    To be followed up 2016/17

Connected Council 
Programme A Neighbourhoods 3 31/10/2016    To be followed up 2016/17

Procurement S Resources 6 31/10/2016    To be followed up 2016/17

Better Care Fund A Adult 3 31/10/2016    To be followed up 2016/17

Primary School L Children's 14 31/10/2016    To be followed up 2016/17

Financial Assessments S Resources 1 31/12/2016    To be followed up 2016/17

Contract Monitoring - 
Contact Centre A Neighbourhoods 3 31/03/2017    To be followed up 2017/18

Asset Management-  
Disposals A Economy 5 31/03/2017    To be followed up 2017/18P
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Subject: Options for Appointment of External 
Auditor

Status:  For Publication

Report to: Audit and Governance Committee

Cabinet Member: Cabinet Member for Finance

Date: Tuesday, 6 December 2016
 

Report of: Director of Resources

Author Email:    ian.corbridge@rochdale.gov.uk

Author: Ian Corbridge

Tel: Tel: 01706925452

1 Purpose of Report

1.1 The Local Audit and Accountability Act 2014 (the Act) at Section 7 states that a 
“relevant authority must appoint a local auditor to audit its accounts for a financial year 
not later than 31 December in the preceding financial year.” The current external 
auditor contract for Grant Thornton was extended for a further 12 months to include 
the accounts for 2017/18. Therefore for the Council the appointment of an auditor must 
be completed by 31 December 2017 for the audit year 2018/19. 

1.2 This report sets out proposals for the Audit and Governance Committee to approve 
through which this appointment may be achieved. This aligns with the Audit and 
Governance Committee’s work programme and overall responsibility for governance, 
which includes monitoring the work and effectiveness of external audit on an ongoing 
basis and gaining assurance that best practice is being adopted. 

2         Recommendations

2.1     Members of the Audit and Governance Committee are requested to consider and 
support the proposal for opting into the sector-led body, Public Sector Auditor 
Appointments Limited (PSAA), for the appointment of external audit services from 
2017/18, as set out within Option 3 of this report (paragraphs 3.15 to 3.19), subject to 
final agreement by the Greater Manchester Association of Metropolitan Treasurers 
(GMAMT) and subsequent approval by RBC Full Council. 

3 Background

3.1     The Local Audit and Accountability Act 2014 brought the Audit Commission to a close, 
and established transitional arrangements for the appointment of external auditors and 
the setting of audit fees for all local government and NHS bodies in England. On 5 
October 2015 the Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government 
determined that the transitional arrangements for local government bodies would be 
extended by one year to also include the audit of the accounts for 2017/18. The 
current external auditor for the Council is Grant Thornton, this appointment having 
been made under a contract which was originally let by the Audit Commission.  

3.2 Following closure of the Audit Commission the contract is currently managed by Public 
Sector Audit Appointments Limited (PSAA), the transitional body set up by the Local 
Government Association (LGA) with delegated authority from the Secretary of State for 
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Communities and Local Government. When the current transitional arrangements 
come to an end on 31 March 2018 the Council will be able to move to a local 
appointment of its auditor. There are a number of routes by which this can be 
achieved, each with varying risks and opportunities.  

3.3 Current audit fees are based on discounted rates offered by the firms in return for a 
substantial market share. When the contracts were last negotiated nationally by the 
Audit Commission they covered NHS and local government bodies and offered 
maximum economies of scale. 

3.4 The scope of the external audit will still be specified nationally by the National Audit 
Office (NAO) which is responsible for writing the Code of Audit Practice. All firms 
appointed to carry out the Council audit must follow these requirements.  

3.5 Not all accounting firms will be eligible to compete for the work; they will need to 
demonstrate that they have the required skills and experience and be registered with a 
Registered Supervising Body approved by the Financial Reporting Council. The 
registration process is in progress and so the number of eligible and interested firms is 
not known at this stage but it is reasonable to expect that the list may include the top 
10 or 12 firms in the country, including the Council’s current external auditor. It is 
unlikely that small local independent firms will meet the required eligibility criteria.

           Options for Local Appointment of External Auditors
3.6 There are three broad options open to the Council under the Act and new 

appointments for auditors need to be made by December 2017 regardless of which 
option is chosen. 
Option 1: Make a stand-alone appointment

3.7 To make a stand-alone appointment, the Council will need to establish an independent 
Auditor Panel.  The Panel must be made up of a majority of independent members as 
defined by the Act. Independent members for this purpose are independent 
appointees – for the Council this excludes all current and former elected members (or 
officers) and their close families and friends. This means that elected members will not 
have a majority input into the process for the assessment and appointment of the firm 
of accountants to provide the Council external audit. A newly established and 
independent Auditor Panel would be responsible for selecting the auditor.

3.8 This option allows the Council to take maximum advantage of the new local 
appointment regime and have local input to the decision; however, recruitment and 
servicing of the Auditor Panel, running the bidding exercise and negotiating the 
contract is estimated by the LGA to cost in the order of £15,000 plus on going 
expenses and allowances. In addition the Council would not benefit from reduced fees 
that may be available through joint or national procurement contracts.
Option 2: Local joint procurement arrangements

3.9 The Act enables the Council to join with other authorities to establish a joint 
independent Auditor Panel which would need to be constituted and made up of a 
majority, or of wholly independent members. Further advice will be required on the 
exact constitution of such a Panel having regard to the obligations of each body under 
the Act and as such the Council will need to liaise with other authorities to assess the 
appetite for this arrangement.

3.10 At present, eight of the ten GM district councils are audited by Grant Thornton and two 
are audited by KPMG. Given the level of collaboration, joint working and similar core 
functions across the Councils, there are likely to be benefits from including the ten 
districts in this procurement. In addition to this, an option could be extended to include 
health bodies at a later date, although it should be noted that they are currently 
working to a different timetable for appointments.
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3.11 In addition the procurement exercise could be extended to include the GM Combined 
Authority (“GMCA”), Transport for Greater Manchester (“TfGM”), the GM Waste 
Disposal Authority (“GMWDA”), GM Fire and Rescue Service (“GMFRS”), the GM 
Police and Crime Commissioner’s Office (“GMPCC”), GM Police and New Economy).  
There are potential benefits from appointing the same auditor for this group of bodies, 
not just in terms of economies of scale but also in enabling the external auditor to 
obtain a fuller understanding of the audit requirements across GM local authorities. 

3.12 Other advantages of this approach are that the costs of setting up the panel, running 
the bidding exercise and negotiating the contract will be shared across a number of 
authorities and therefore greater opportunity for negotiating economies of scale by 
being able to offer a larger combined contract value to the firms.  

3.13 This option is not without risk. The decision making body will be further removed from 
local input. It is unlikely that elected members from each district or each GM Body 
would be represented on an independent auditor panel. However individual Audit 
Committees would still discharge their functions at district and GM levels; for example 
considering their own auditor reports; the statement and accounts; and governance 
arrangements.

3.14 There is a risk that accountancy and audit firms may decline to bid for a package of 
GM external audit work due to independence issues. A successful firm would be 
unable to undertake substantial values of advisory work, as to do so would be in 
contravention of professional standards, independence safeguards and terms of 
appointment established by the PSAA. Initial soft market testing has been undertaken 
and whilst some of the top tier firms have confirmed that this issue would likely 
preclude them from bidding, other firms have expressed interest in this procurement 
approach.
Option 3:  Opt-in to a sector led body

3.15 In response to the consultation on the new arrangement, the LGA successfully lobbied 
for Councils to be able to ‘opt-in’ to a Sector Led Body (SLB) appointed by the 
Secretary of State under the Act.  This body had been confirmed as Public Sector 
Audit Appointments Limited (PSAA). PSAA will have the ability to negotiate contracts 
with the firms nationally, maximising the opportunities for the most economic and 
efficient approach to procurement of external audit on behalf of the whole sector. 
PSAA are a not-for-profit company owned by the LGA’s Improvement and 
Development Agency.

3.16 Under this approach, the option to join the appointing person scheme will be open to 
all principal local government authorities, including RBC and there is no fee to join 
these arrangements. The audit fees that opted-in bodies will be charged will cover the 
costs to PSAA of appointing auditors and managing the arrangements. By offering 
large contract values the firms would be able to offer better rates and lower fees than 
are likely to result from local negotiation. In addition, authorities will avoid the costs of 
their own procurement and management of contracts and also the requirement to set 
up an auditor panel with independent members. 

3.17 The appointment process would not be ceded to locally appointed independent 
members but by a separate body set up to act in the collective interests of the ‘opt-in’ 
authorities.  The independence of the auditor from each organisation is governed by 
an EU audit directive and is central to the whole process. The PSAA has confirmed 
that it will appoint the same auditor to bodies working together wherever possible, 
subject to independence considerations.

3.18 Under this option, individual elected members in Manchester and across GM will have 
less opportunity for direct involvement in the appointment process. However the ability 
to influence the process does exist through a stakeholder advisory panel whose 
members are drawn from representative organisations for councils, police and fire 
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bodies. The PSAA will run the tendering exercise and will evaluate bids and award 
contracts. However the PSAA will consult authorities on individual auditor 
appointments. Contracts will be awarded for a five year period.

3.19 The fee for the audited body that opts in will reflect the size, audit risk and complexity 
of the work required. PSAA will establish a system for setting the fee which is fair to all 
opted-in authorities. As a not-for-profit organisation, PSAA will be able to return any 
surpluses to opted in authorities after all costs have been met.

           Auditor Panel
3.20 Unless opting into the Sector led body approach (option 3), there will be a requirement 

to establish an independent Auditor Panel, either specifically for the Council or in 
collaboration with partners.  The Auditor Panel role is different to that of the Audit and 
Governance Committee.  Its functions are to advise the Authority on:

 selection and appointment of the auditor;

 resignation or proposals to remove the auditor;

 adoption of a policy on non-audit services;

 maintenance of an independent relationship with the auditor; and

 any proposals to enter into limited liability agreements.
3.21 There is no specific reference in the Act to the Auditor Panel carrying out a contract 

oversight role but guidance from CIPFA does indicate this is a possible additional 
function that might be helpful.

3.22 It is anticipated that the Panel will benefit from support specifically from the Chief 
Executive, Chief Finance Officer/ Section 151 Officer, Head of Legal Services, Head of 
Internal Audit and the Head of Procurement either at AGMA or local level, depending 
on which option is chosen.  It also acknowledged that there should be a relationship 
between the Panel and the relevant Audit Committee(s), who will receive updates and 
assurances arising from the work of the external auditor; and are also well placed to 
comment on the quality and performance of services provided though the contract.  
The Act does allow for the relevant Audit Committee to discharge the duties of the 
Auditor Panel but only if it meets the criteria set out below and that its role when acting 
as the Auditor Panel is clearly distinct from its role as the Audit Committee.

3.23 A key challenge for the Auditor Panel is to ensure appropriate appointments that meet 
the requirements of the Act.  It is required that the Panel have at least three members 
but the majority, including the Chair, should be independent of the Council.  It is 
permissible for Council elected members to be represented on the panel, but the 
majority of members and Chair are required to be independent.  The definition of 
independence in the Act and supporting CIPFA guidance is explicit and allows little 
option other than through the advertisement and appointment of specific, external, 
independent members.  Panel members will also be required to have the requisite 
skills and experience, which may not be readily identifiable or available given the 
specialist nature of the external audit contract and procurement processes.

3.24 If the Council progresses a single body appointment, it will be required to identify and 
appoint independent members for this process.  The same principle will apply with a 
joint procurement but the collaborative option means that across the various GM level 
authorities, only one group of independent members would be required and this 
increases the likelihood of successfully identifying suitably skilled and experienced 
independent persons to sit on the panel.  These are required to be identified through 
advertisement and supported by clear panel member role descriptions.  The Council 
and any joint procurement partners will be required to set levels of allowances and 
expenses.  
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     Preferred option
3.25 The City Treasurer and counterparts in the other nine GM Councils (as GMAMT), are 

supportive of the proposal for opting into the sector-led body, PSAA (Option 3 above).
3.26 This option allows for economies of scale, given the 2015/16 combined external audit 

and grant certification fees of these bodies was £1.8m, to derive best value from the 
negotiated contract in the future. The view of GMAMT is that whilst there are clear 
benefits for the Police, Transport and Greater Manchester Combined Authority to all 
have the same auditor from 2017/18, thereby enabling the auditor to take a more 
strategic approach across the region as a whole, there was less of an issue for 
individual local authorities within AGMA to have the same auditor. This aligns with the 
current situation with all but two of the local authorities being audited by Grant 
Thornton, the other two by KPMG. Given all the concerns over independence issues, 
GMAMT also feel that to get one single auditor for all AGMA local authorities may 
prove problematic.

3.27 This approach will avoid the costs, and associated administrative effort, of RBC or 
even AGMA running their own procurement and management of contracts and also 
avoid the requirement to set up an auditor panel with independent members. 

     Next Steps
3.28 The Council has until December 2017 to make an appointment.  In terms of the 

proposal to opt in to the sector-led body, GMAMT are proposing to make a final 
decision to confirm this is the preferred option by their next meeting on 9 December. 
Thereafter the decision to opt in will need to be approved by RBC Full Council and 
confirmed with the PSAA by 9 March 2017 at the latest. 

3.29 Further timescales proposed by PSAA include the following:

 Invite tenders from audit firms – by April 2017;

 Award contracts – by 30 June 2017;

 Consult on and make final auditor appointments – by 31 December 2017; and

 Consult on, propose audit fees and publish fees – by 31 March 2018.
     Recommendations

3.30 Members of the Audit and Governance Committee are requested to consider and 
support the proposal for opting into the sector-led body, PSAA, for the appointment of 
external audit services from 2017/18, as set out within Option 3 of this report 
(paragraphs 3.15 to 3.19), subject to final agreement by GMAMT and subsequent 
approval by RBC Full Council.

3.31 Members will receive updates on progress of this development at future Audit and 
Governance Committee meetings.

                                 
4         Alternatives considered

4.1      Consideration of all the available alternatives to the proposed approach is set out 
within Section 3 of this report. As such, no further alternatives are considered 
appropriate as this is a legislative requirement.

5 Financial Implications

5.1      There are no significant financial implications arising from this report other than the 
focus on ensuring best value is derived from the appointment of external auditors in 
the future. 
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6  Legal Implications

6.1      Aside from the fact that the proposals set out within this report are being put forward to 
ensure compliance with relevant legislation, there are no other legal implications 
arising from this report.

7 Personnel Implications

7.1       There are no personnel implications arising from this report. 

8 Corporate Priorities

8.1       This report supports the Council’s overall corporate objectives of ensuring that 
governance arrangements remain strong across the Council, particularly throughout 
this period of significant change.

9. Risk Assessment Implications 

9.1       All key risks associated with the proposal have been considered within Section 3 of 
this report. 

10. Equalities Impacts

10.1     Workforce Equality Impacts Assessment

There are no workforce equality issues arising from this report.

10.2     Equality/Community Impact Assessments

            There are no equality/community issues arising from this report.
   

Background Papers
Document Place of Inspection

None
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Title:  Risk Management Progress Report - 
           Quarter 2 2016/17

Status:  For Publication

Report to: Audit and Governance Committee 

Cabinet Member: Cabinet Member for Finance

Report Author: Martin Nixon

Date: 6th December 2016

Director:      Director of Resources

Tel: 01706925415  

Author mail: martin.nixon@rochdale.gov.uk Key Decision: No

Comments from Statutory Officers: Monitoring Officer:  Yes/
Section 151 Officer: Yes/ 

1 Purpose of Report

1.1 This report summarises Risk Management activities during Quarter 2 2016/17.

2 Recommendations

2.1       Report for information.

3 Background

3.1 This report is to enable the Audit and Governance Committee, in accordance with their 
work programme and overall responsibility for governance, to scrutinise Risk 
Management activities. The work of RBC Risk Management is an ongoing requirement 
from the Accounts and Audit Regulations to produce an Annual Governance 
Statement (AGS), with Risk Management processes being an integral part of the AGS. 

Alternatives considered

3.2       Not applicable.

4 Financial Implications

4.1       There are no financial implications arising from this report.

5  Legal Implications

5.1      There are no legal implications arising from this report.

6 Personnel Implications

6.1       There are no personnel implications arising from this report.

7 Corporate Priorities
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7.1       This report supports the Council’s overall corporate objectives of ensuring that 
governance arrangements remain strong across the Council, particularly throughout 
this period of significant change.

8. Risk Assessment Implications 

8.1 All of the issues described within points 10–12 below include Risk implications. 

9. Equalities Impacts

9.1 Workforce Equality Impacts Assessment

There are no workforce equality issues arising from this report.

9.2       Equality/Community Impact Assessments

            There are no equality/community issues arising from this report.

10 Corporate Risk Register
10.1 Reviews of Leadership Risks and Controls

The risks held within the Corporate register are those viewed as potential threats to the 
delivery of the overarching objectives for the whole Council (identified in the Corporate 
Plan).

The entire register has now been reviewed by the various Directors identified as Risk 
or Control Owners and Leadership Team (see the updated Corporate Risk Register in 
Appendix A below). There has been no change to the 10 risks identified or the risk 
scoring.

Risk ownership has been updated to reflect structure/role changes. Risk controls have 
been altered to reflect any changes to risk mitigation methods or changes to working 
practices.

Further review dates have been set for 2017 as appropriate. 

11 Service Risk Management

11.1 Risk Management Self Assessments
Risk Management self-assessments are completed annually by all Service areas. to 
understand how risk management principles are embedded into the operation of each 
RBC Service. The final percentage of criteria met across all services was calculated at 
76.0% - with this considered to be a positive result by the Risk Manager. 

Self-assessment results are provided to Directors/senior managers to enable them to 
act on any improvements required within their areas of responsibility. The progress will 
be reported to Leadership Team during December 2016.

11.2 Aon Risk Review Process
Our insurance brokers – Aon UK Ltd – are carrying out a Risk Review project under 
the direction of the Corporate Project Coordinator in Legal Services. The intention of 
the project is to provide an independent review of how insurable risk is managed and 
insured within the Council. This will assist in preparation for the tender process for the 
insurance contract which is due for renewal on 1st June 2017.

Risk clinics were completed in September 2016 where Directors/ senior managers 
discussed their risk management processes. The final report from Aon is still awaited.
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11.3 Revised Risk Register System
Training has been delivered to 59 Risk Champions and key users to date on the new 
system, with plans to arrange further training sessions in December. 

The Risk Register system is an essential tool for officers to coordinate their risk 
management work and will lead to more effective risk management processes.

11.4 Highways Maintenance
The new DfT ‘Well Managed Highways – Code of Practice’ was published on 28th 
October 2016. The new Code can either be adopted straightaway by authorities or by 
a final deadline of October 2018.

Councils are being asked to adopt a risk-based approach to the maintenance function 
across the full range of its asset inventory (roads, footways, gullies, street lights, 
retaining walls and other structures). The new approach will help councils achieve 
delivery of best value in terms of service provision. Therefore having a strong 
awareness of highways asset inventory and condition data, as well as robust 
inspection policies will be fundamental in achieving the outcomes of the code. 

In this context Rochdale BC is in a good position regarding upkeep of the asset 
inventory. The Highways service is also aligning itself to the recommendations outlined 
in the DfT self-assessment questionnaire.  Incentive funding is awarded to each local 
highway authority through a needs-based funding formula, through which Rochdale is 
aiming for band 3 status. Band 3 status is awarded when the key areas of 
maintenance good practice have been in place for some time and outcomes from this 
can be evidenced.

The Highways Maintenance Team Leader is confident that by adopting an approach of 
thorough planning, gap analysis and periodic reviews then the recommendations of the 
updated code will be implemented within the specified timescales. Progress in this 
area will reduce the risk of vehicle damage or injury to members of the public, and 
therefore control the scale of future public liability insurance claims.

12 Risk Management Results.

12.1 The table below shows the Risk Management results reported to the Leadership 
dashboard for Quarter 2 2016/17. 

Leadership Dashboard –
Risk Management

Result 
 Q1 

2016/17

Result 
 Q2 

2016/17

Target
2016/17

1. Number of Corporate Register Risks 10 10 Statement 
only

2. Number of Red risks on Corporate Register 0 0 0

3. Number of Red risks on Service Registers 0 0 0

4. Number of Risks where risk score has increased in 
last Quarter

0 0 0

There are no Red category risks to report at this time.
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13 Priorities for the Next Quarter

1) Risk Manager to prepare briefing paper to provide updated guidance to the 
Services on the structure of risk registers.

2) Risk Manager to participate in audit interviews with both HM Revenues & Customs 
(HMRC) and Information Commissioners Office to provide confidence in RBC risk 
management procedures.

3) Risk management inspections of sample of schools to be completed by Risk 
Consultants from Zurich Insurance as part of their School Risk Ranking exercise.

Background Papers
Document Place of Inspection

None
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Appendix A
Wider Leadership Team - Corporate Risk Register Risk 

Summary

CRR0001 - Failure to maintain or gaps within corporate governance lead to risk of litigation, fraud/ malpractice, poor decision making or judicial review, causing 
serious service and financial failure (Compliance/ Legal) - (Operational)
Next Review Officer Risk Owner Risk Status  Impact  Likelihood  Score Risk Score Risk Review Date

David Wilcock David Wilcock Active Inherent 4 4 16

Residual 3 2 6

30 Jun 2017

Controls Control Owner Status Adoption Date Review Date

 *    CRR1001 Oversight and challenge by an effective Audit and Governance 
Committee 

Ian Corbridge Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Jun 17

 *    CRR1002 Code of Corporate Governance communicated, understood and followed David Wilcock Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Jun 17

 *    CRR1003 Risk Management Strategy embedded and supports all decision making   Ian Corbridge Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Jun 17

 *    CRR1004 Governance Board providing challenge to and co-ordination of all 
governance issues   

David Wilcock Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Jun 17

 *    CRR1005 Independent assurance provided by Internal Audit   Ian Corbridge Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Jun 17

 *    CRR1006 Independent assurance provided by External Audit   Pauline Kane Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Sep 17

 *    CRR1007 Independent assurance provided by external assessors (Ofsted, Care 
Quality Commission etc.)   

Steve Rumbelow Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Jun 17

 *    CRR1008 Anti-fraud and Corruption Strategy communicated, understood and 
followed

Ian Corbridge Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Jun 17

 *    CRR1009 Scheme of delegation which is clear, understood and being followed David Wilcock Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Jun 17

 *    CRR1010 Contract procedure rules which are clear, understood and being followed Pauline Kane Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Jun 17

 *    CRR1011 Codes of Conduct for Members and Officers which are clear, understood 
and followed

David Wilcock Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Jun 17

 *    CRR1012 Performance Management system which promotes accountability and 
outcome monitoring is embedded

Mark Dalzell Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 31 Mar 17

 *    CRR1013 Information Governance Framework which supports compliance with all 
data control requirements is embedded

Mark Dalzell Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 31 Mar 17
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CRR0002 - A catastrophic event and lack of organisational resilience leads to inability to deliver our services, to then support and protect the wider community and to 
rebuild the infrastructure (Operational) - (Operational)
Next Review Officer Risk Owner Risk Status  Impact  Likelihood  Score Risk Score Risk Review Date

Mark Dalzell Mark Dalzell Active Inherent 5 4 20

Residual 4 3 12

31 Mar 2017

Controls Control Owner Status Adoption Date Review Date

 *    CRR2001 Corporate business continuity plan, refreshed and checked for accuracy 
quarterly   

Mark Dalzell Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 31 Mar 17

 *    CRR2002 Service level business continuity plans, refreshed and checked for 
accuracy quarterly   

Steve Rumbelow Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 31 Mar 17

 *    CRR2003 Periodic training and briefing to service business continuity leads 
undertaken   

Mark Dalzell Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 31 Mar 17

 *    CRR2004 Periodic corporate business continuity plan dry run exercises   Mark Dalzell Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 31 Mar 17

 *    CRR2005 Emergency plan, refeshed quarterly, communicated and understood    Mark Dalzell Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 31 Mar 17

 *    CRR2006 Themed plans (i.e. rest centres, flooding, Turner Brothers site) for 
specific purposes   

Mark Dalzell Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 31 Mar 17

 *    CRR2007 Training, briefing and exercises carried out for Silver and Forward 
Incident officers

Mark Dalzell Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 31 Mar 17

 *    CRR2008 Multi-agency resilience forum in place to debrief incidents and conduct 
exercises   

Mark Dalzell Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 31 Mar 17

 *    CRR2009 Review procedures for testing of ICT system to improve processes and 
resilience

Mark Dalzell Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 31 Mar 17

 *    CRR2010 Risk Management Strategy embedded and supports all decision making   Ian Corbridge Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Jun 17

CRR0003 - Budget reductions required do not leave enough budget to deliver statutory services and to achieve balanced budget in 2016/17 and 2017/18 leading to a 
failure in legal duty (Strategic) - (Operational)
Next Review Officer Risk Owner Risk Status  Impact  Likelihood  Score Risk Score Risk Review Date

Pauline Kane Pauline Kane Active Inherent 4 4 16

Residual 3 3 9

30 Jun 2017

Controls Control Owner Status Adoption Date Review Date

 *    CRR3001 Medium Term Financial Strategy updated annually and approved by 
Cabinet and Council   

Pauline Kane Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 01 Oct 17
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 *    CRR3002 Regular reports to Leadership, Cabinet and Overview and Scrutiny, 
Council on budget position locally and nationally

Pauline Kane Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 01 Oct 17

 *    CRR3003 Budget monitoring embedded which pro-actively highlights financial 
challenges   

Pauline Kane Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 01 Oct 17

 *    CRR3004 Treasury Management Policy embedded and adhered to Pauline Kane Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 01 May 17

 *    CRR3005 Corporate Plan established which provides strategic direction for services   Steve Rumbelow Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Jun 17

 *    CRR3006 Organisational Development Strategy in place which aligns strategy, 
people and processes   

Margo Kane Control - In Place 24 Jun 15 30 Jun 17

 *    CRR3007 s151 Officer Report presented to Council annually prior to budget setting   Pauline Kane Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 01 Apr 17

 *    CRR3008 Risk Management Strategy embedded and supports all decision making   Ian Corbridge Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Jun 17

 *    CRR3009 Corporate approach to addressing budget challenges (offices and 
Members working together)   

Pauline Kane Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 01 Apr 17

 *    CRR3010 External audit financial resilience assessment   Pauline Kane Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 01 Sep 17

CRR0004  - Ineffective financial management and resilience leads to the Council significantly overspending the annual budget (Strategic) - (Operational)

Next Review Officer Risk Owner Risk Status  Impact  Likelihood  Score Risk Score Risk Review Date

Pauline Kane Pauline Kane Active Inherent 4 4 16

Residual 3 2 6

30 Jun 2017

Controls Control Owner Status Adoption Date Review Date

 *    CRR4001 Medium Term Financial Strategy updated annually and approved by 
Cabinet and Council   

Pauline Kane Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 01 Oct 17

 *    CRR4002 Regular reports to Leadership, Cabinet and Overview and Scrutiny, 
Council on budget position locally and nationally

Pauline Kane Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 01 Oct 17

 *    CRR4003 Budget monitoring embedded which pro-actively highlights financial 
challenges   

Pauline Kane Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 01 Oct 17

 *    CRR4004 Treasury Management Policy embedded and adhered to Pauline Kane Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 01 May 17

 *    CRR4005 Corporate Plan established which provides strategic direction for services   Steve Rumbelow Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Jun 17

 *    CRR4006 Organisational Development Strategy in place which aligns strategy, 
people and processes   

Margo Kane Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Jun 17

 *    CRR4007 s151 Officer Report presented to Council annually prior to budget setting   Pauline Kane Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 01 Apr 17

 *    CRR4008 Risk Management Strategy embedded and supports all decision making   Ian Corbridge Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Jun 17

 *    CRR4009 Corporate approach to addressing budget challenges (officers and 
Members working together)   

Pauline Kane Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 01 Apr 17
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 *    CRR4010 External audit financial resilience assessment   Pauline Kane Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 01 Sep 17

CRR0005 - Failure of, or lack of compliance with, health and safety systems leads to harm to an individual and a corporate manslaughter/ homicide conviction 
(Compliance/ Legal) - (Operational)
Next Review Officer Risk Owner Risk Status  Impact  Likelihood  Score Risk Score Risk Review Date

Sheila Downey Sheila Downey Active Inherent 4 3 12

Residual 4 2 8

30 Jun 2017

Controls Control Owner Status Adoption Date Review Date

 *    CRR5001 Corporate Health and Safety Policy is clear, understood and being 
followed   

Margo Kane Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Jun 17

 *    CRR5002 Learning and development provided to whole workforce, primarily 
through e-learning   

Margo Kane Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Jun 17

 *    CRR5003 Comprehensive health and well-being policies in place and adhered to   Margo Kane Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Jun 17

 *    CRR5004 In house team of Health and Safety Advisers who link into the Central 
Health and Safety Committee   

Margo Kane Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Jun 17

 *    CRR5005 Liaison with Health and Safety Executive to ensure risk and issues 
highlighted and addressed   

Margo Kane Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Jun 17

 *    CRR5006 Member training regularly updated, fully attended and understood   Margo Kane Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Jun 17

 *    CRR5007 Risk Management Strategy embedded and supports all decision making   Ian Corbridge Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Jun 17

CRR0006 - Risk that Council and Devolution  Manchester priorities are not fully aligned - (Operational)

Next Review Officer Risk Owner Risk Status  Impact  Likelihood  Score Risk Score Risk Review Date

Steve Rumbelow Steve Rumbelow Active Inherent 4 3 12

Residual 4 2 8

30 Jun 2017

Controls Control Owner Status Adoption Date Review Date

 *    CRR6001 Chief Executive is a member of AGMA WLT (Meeting of GM Chief 
Executives)   

Steve Rumbelow Control - In Place 14 Jul 15 30 Jun 17

 *    CRR6004 Officer representation on working groups dealing with 
CA/AGMA/Devolution issues as appropriate   

Steve Rumbelow Control - In Place 14 Jul 15 30 Jun 17

 *    CRR6002 Leader is a member of formally constituted GM Combined Authority with 
other Council Leaders and Interim Mayor   

Steve Rumbelow Control - In Place 14 Jul 15 30 Jun 17
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 *    CRR6003 Elected members from Rochdale BC sit on Scrutiny Panel   Steve Rumbelow Control - In Place 14 Jul 15 30 Jun 17

CRR0007 - Risk of a breakdown in community stability (Operational)                   - (Operational)

Next Review Officer Risk Owner Risk Status  Impact  Likelihood  Score Risk Score Risk Review Date

Mark Dalzell Mark Dalzell Active Inherent 4 4 16

Residual 4 3 12

30 Apr 2017

Controls Control Owner Status Adoption Date Review Date

 *    CRR7001 Community and Cohesion Strategy communicated and embedded   Mark Dalzell Control - Being 
Developed

23 Jun 15 30 Apr 17

 *    CRR7002 Community Cohesion Pledge signed by elected Members and Community 
Representatives   

Mark Dalzell Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Apr 17

 *    CRR7003 Extensive partnerships developed and maintained enabling networking 
and intelligence sharing eg. Active citizens and multi-faith forums.

Sajjad Miah Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Apr 17

 *    CRR7004  Joint working with Greater Manchester authorities to monitor and 
mitigate risks    

Sajjad Miah Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Apr 17

 *    CRR7005 Interfaith Networks Group in place   Sajjad Miah Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Apr 17

 *    CRR7006 Multi agency forums/ networks sharing intelligence   Sajjad Miah Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Apr 17

 *    CRR7007 Cohesion Hub and Consequence Management process in place Sajjad Miah Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Apr 17

 *    CRR7008 Weekly tension monitoring and trigger plans in place Sajjad Miah Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Apr 17

 *    CRR7009 Risk Management Strategy embedded and supports all decision making   Ian Corbridge Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Jun 17

CRR0008 - Risk of serious harm to or death of a child due to the act or omission by Council employees (Compliance/ Legal)           - (Operational)

Next Review Officer Risk Owner Risk Status  Impact  Likelihood  Score Risk Score Risk Review Date

Gail Hopper Gail Hopper Active Inherent 5 4 20

Residual 5 3 15

30 Apr 2017

Controls Control Owner Status Adoption Date Review Date

 *    CRR8001 Local Safeguarding Children Board in place which provides robust 
challenge   

Gail Hopper Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Apr 17

 *    CRR8002 Independent Ofsted inspections   Sandra Bowness Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 31 Jan 17
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 *    CRR8003 Regional Support and Challenge including Peer Reviews Gail Hopper Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Apr 17

 *    CRR8004 Performance/ Quality Assurance Framework is fully embedded   Gail Hopper Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Apr 17

 *    CRR8005 Ongoing and robust management of external/ commissioned service 
providers

Gail Hopper Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Apr 17

 *    CRR8006 Effective management oversight and supervision of staff   Gail Hopper Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Apr 17

 *    CRR8007 Early Help Strategy is refreshed and re-launched   Sandra Bowness Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Apr 17

 *    CRR8009 Critical Incident Reporting Framework in place and embedded Gail Hopper Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Apr 17

 *    CRR8010 Workforce Development Strategy - training and support provided to staff Gail Hopper Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Apr 17

 *    CRR8011 Local Authority provides advice/ monitoring and training on safe practice 
in schools

Gail Hopper Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Apr 17

 *    CRR8012 Risk Management Strategy embedded and supports all decision making   Ian Corbridge Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Apr 17

CRR0009 - Risk of serious harm to or death of a vulnerable adult due to the act or omission by Council employees (Compliance Legal)  - (Operational)

Next Review Officer Risk Owner Risk Status  Impact  Likelihood  Score Risk Score Risk Review Date

Sheila Downey Sheila Downey Active Inherent 5 4 20

Residual 5 3 15

30 Apr 2017

Controls Control Owner Status Adoption Date Review Date

 *    CRR9001 Adult Safeguarding Board in place which provides robust challenge   Sheila Downey Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Apr 17

 *    CRR9002 Independent reviews by the Care Quality Commission (CQC)   Dianne David Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Apr 17

 *    CRR9003 Quality assurance checks   Dianne David Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Apr 17

 *    CRR9004 Effective management and supervision of staff   Steven Blezard Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Apr 17

 *    CRR9005 Adult Care Safeguarding Policy is communicated and followed   Steven Blezard Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Apr 17

 *    CRR9006 Robust and regular safeguarding and case file audits   Steven Blezard Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Apr 17

 *    CRR9007 Robust quality assurance/ contract management procedures Dianne David Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Apr 17

 *    CRR9008 Regional support and peer challenge    Sheila Downey Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Apr 17

 *    CRR9009 Recruitment and retention plan for qualified social workers Sheila Downey Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Apr 17

 *    CRR9010 Ongoing sharing of intelligence information with CQC and other partners Dianne David Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Apr 17

 *    CRR9011 Training and development plans for staff Steven Blezard Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Apr 17
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 *    CRR9012 Risk Management Strategy embedded and supports all decision making   Ian Corbridge Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Jun 17

CRR0010 -  Failure to take opportunities for growth leading to a lack of investment in the Borough and lower levels of regeneration and prosperity       - (Operational)

Next Review Officer Risk Owner Risk Status  Impact  Likelihood  Score Risk Score Risk Review Date

John Searle John Searle Active Inherent 4 4 16

Residual 3 3 9

30 Apr 2017

Controls Control Owner Status Adoption Date Review Date

 *    CRR10001 Medium Term Financial Plan is comprehensive and regularly updated   Pauline Kane Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 01 Oct 17

 *    CRR10002 Oversight and challenge of major projects and decisions by Corporate 
Overview and Scrutiny Committee   

Mark Robinson Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Apr 17

 *    CRR10003 Programme/ project management principles are applied consistently   Mark Robinson Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Apr 17

 *    CRR10004 Asset Management Plan is established, monitored and regularly updated   Peter Gregory Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Apr 17

 *    CRR10005 Risk Management Strategy embedded and supports all decision making   Ian Corbridge Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 30 Jun 17

 *    CRR10006 Maximise opportunities for good news   Susan Ayres Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 31 Jan 17

 *    CRR10007 Early warning protocol agreed for identifying potential bad news Susan Ayres Control - In Place 23 Jun 15 31 Jan 17
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Executive summary

Purpose of this letter

Our Annual Audit Letter (Letter) summarises the key findings arising from the 

work that we have carried out at Rochdale Borough Council (the Council) for the 

year ended 31 March 2016.

This Letter is intended to provide a commentary on the results of our work to the 

Council and its external stakeholders, and to highlight issues that we wish to draw 

to the attention of the public.  In preparing this letter, we have followed the 

National Audit Office (NAO)'s Code of Audit Practice (the Code) and  Auditor 

Guidance Note (AGN) 07 – 'Auditor Reporting'.

We reported the detailed findings from our audit work to the Council's Audit and 

Governance Committee as those charged with governance, in our Audit Findings 

Report, on 8 August 2016.

Our responsibilities

We have carried out our audit in accordance with the NAO's Code of Audit 

Practice, which reflects the requirements of the Local Audit and Accountability 

Act 2014 (the Act). Our key responsibilities are to:

• give an opinion on the Council financial statements (section two)

• assess the Council arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and 

effectiveness in its use of resources (the value for money conclusion) (section 

three).

In our audit of the Council financial statements, we comply with International 

Standards on Auditing (UK and Ireland) (ISAs) and other guidance issued by the 

NAO.

Our work

Financial statements opinion

We gave an unqualified opinion on the Council's financial statements on 8 August 

2016. The audit completion has been brought forward by almost two months in 

the past two years (from 29 September in 2014 and 9 September in 2015, to 8 

August in 2016).  

Value for money conclusion

We were satisfied that the Council put in place proper arrangements to ensure 

economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources during the year ended 

31 March 2016. We reflected this in our audit opinion on 8 August 2016.

Whole of government accounts

We completed work on the Council consolidation return following guidance issued 

by the NAO and issued an unqualified report on 18 October 2016.

Certificate

On completion of the whole of government accounts, we certified that we had 

completed the audit of the Council in accordance with the requirements of the 

Code on 19 October 2016.

Certification of grants

We also carry out work to certify the Council's Housing Benefit subsidy claim on 

behalf of the Department for Work and Pensions. Our work on this claim is not 

yet complete and will be finalised by 30 November 2016. 

We will report the results of this work in our Grant Certification Letter, due to be 

issued to officers in December 2016 and presented to the Audit and Governance 

Committee in early 2017.
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Working with the Council

We continue to have a professional and constructive relationship with the Council.

The shared commitment and approach to the accounts and audit process by the Council 

and ourselves, coupled with appropriate discussion and challenge throughout the year, 

helped to bring forward the completion of the accounts audit.  

This was a significant achievement by the Council and we would like to place on record 

our thanks to all officers involved in supporting the improvements in the efficiency of 

the accounts and audit process.

Both the Council and ourselves are committed to further enhancing the accounts and 

audit process in 2016-17.  We will be working closely with the senior finance team in our 

joint aim to achieve a 31 July sign off by 2018, one year in advance of the anticipated 

move of the statutory deadline to this date.

As we look ahead to 2016-17, we will be providing the Council with access to our CFO

insights and Place Analytics offerings and our online analysis tools providing insight on 

the financial performance, socio-economy context and service outcomes of councils 

across the country.  

Acknowledgement

We would like to record our appreciation for the assistance and co-operation

provided to us during our audit by the Council's staff.

Grant Thornton UK LLP

26 October 2016
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Audit of  the accounts

Our audit approach

Materiality

In our audit of the Council's accounts, we use the concept of materiality to 

determine the nature, timing and extent of our work, and in evaluating the results 

of our work. We define materiality as the size of the misstatement in the financial 

statements that would lead a reasonably knowledgeable person to change or 

influence their economic decisions. 

We determined materiality for our audit of the Council's accounts to be £11,523k, 

which was 2% of the Council's gross revenue expenditure.  We used this 

benchmark, as in our view, users of the Council's accounts are most interested in 

how it has spent the income it has raised from taxation and grants during the year. 

We also set a lower level of specific materiality for certain areas such as cash, 

senior officer remuneration and Members' allowances as these are deemed material 

by nature rather than size. 

We set a lower threshold of £576k, above which we reported misstatements to the 

Audit and Governance Committee in our Audit Findings Report.

The scope of our audit

Our audit involves obtaining enough evidence about the amounts and disclosures 

in the financial statements to give reasonable assurance that they are free from 

material misstatement, whether caused by fraud or error. 

This includes assessing whether: 

• the Council's accounting policies are appropriate, have been consistently 

applied and adequately disclosed; 

• significant accounting estimates made by management are reasonable; and

• the overall presentation of the financial statements gives a true and fair view.

We also read the narrative report and annual governance statement to check they 

are consistent with our understanding of the Council and with the accounts on 

which we give our opinion.

We carry out our audit in line with ISAs (UK and Ireland) and the NAO Code of 

Audit Practice. We believe the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and 

appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.

Our audit approach was based on a thorough understanding of the Council's 

business and is risk based. 

We identified key risks and set out overleaf the work we performed in response to 

these risks and the results of this work.
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Audit of  the accounts

Risks identified in our audit plan How we responded to the risk

Valuation of property plant and equipment (PPE)

The Council revalues its assets on a rolling basis over a four year 
period. The Code requires that the Council ensures that the 
carrying value at the balance sheet date is not materially different 
from current value. These assets are valued at an estimated 
c£707m by property valuation experts.

This represents a significant estimate by management in the 
financial statements.

As part of our work we have:

• reviewed management's processes and assumptions for the calculation of the estimate

• reviewed the instructions issued to the Valuer and the scope of their work

• held discussions with the Valuer about the basis on which the valuation was carried out and challenged key 
assumptions

• reviewed the competence, expertise and objectivity of the Valuer used

� reviewed and challenged  the information used by the Valuer to ensure it was robust and consistent with our 
understanding

� tested additions and revaluations made during the year to ensure they were input correctly into the Council's 
asset register.

Our audit work on PPE did not identify any material issues. We highlighted a small number of recommendations, 
which did not impact on the financial statements, to enhance controls over the Council's asset register.

Valuation of surplus assets and investment properties:

The Council changed the basis on which it values surplus assets 
and investment property in 2015-16 because of the introduction of 
a new international financial reporting standard (IFRS 13). These 
assets are valued at an estimated c£22m by property valuation 
experts.

The Council also needed to make changes to the disclosures for 
items valued at fair value under the new financial reporting 
standard.

As part of our work we have:

� reviewed management's processes and assumptions for the calculation of the estimate

� reviewed the competence, expertise and objectivity of any management experts used

� reviewed the instructions issued to valuation experts and the scope of their work

� discussed with the Valuer the basis on which the valuation was carried out and challenged the key assumptions

� reviewed and challenged the information used by the Valuer to ensure it was robust and consistent with our 
understanding

� tested revaluations made during the year to ensure they were input appropriately into the Council's asset 
register and 2015-16 accounts

� reviewed the disclosures made by the Council in its financial statements to ensure they were in accordance with 
the requirements of the CIPFA Code of Practice and IFRS 13.

Our audit work did not identify any material issues.

These are the risks which had the greatest impact on our overall strategy and where we focused more of our work. 
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Risks identified in our audit plan How we responded to the risk

Valuation of pension fund net liability

The Council's pension fund asset and liability, as reflected in its 
balance sheet, represents a significant estimate in the accounts 
and is valued at c£288m.

The values of the pension fund net liability is estimated by 
specialist actuaries.

As part of our audit work we have:

• identified and assessed the controls put in place by management to ensure that the pension fund liability is not 
materially misstated

� reviewed the competence, expertise and objectivity of the actuary who carried out the pension fund valuation, 
including review of the basis on which the valuation was carried out

� reviewed the reasonableness of the actuarial assumptions made

� reviewed the consistency of the pension fund asset and liability and disclosures in notes to the financial 
statements with the actuarial report from the actuary.

Our audit work did not identify any significant issues in relation to the risk identified.

Management over-ride of controls

Under ISA (UK&I) 240 it is presumed  that the risk of  
management  over-ride of controls is present in all entities.

As part of our audit work we have:

• reviewed entity controls in relation to journal transactions

• tested journals entries

• reviewed accounting estimates, judgements and decisions made by management

• reviewed unusual significant transactions.

Our audit work has not identified any evidence of management over-ride of controls.  In particular, the findings of our 
review of journal controls and testing of journal entries did not identify any significant issues. 

Additional risk identified in our final accounts visit

Prior period adjustment (PPA)

The draft accounts included a prior period adjustment in relation to 
a material increase in the value of schools, sports centres and 
cultural buildings since their last valuation in 2013-14.  

The Council's Valuer noted an increase in valuation of these 
assets of £47.8m since 2013-14, with the increase in valuation 
split across the 2014-15 (£25.3m increase) and 2015-16 (£22.5m 
increase) financial years. 

The PPA of £25.3m (ie an understatement of property values) 
arose as a result of a material error in the 2014-15 accounts 
caused by the Valuer using incorrect build cost factor rates to 
inform his assessment of whether there had been a significant 
movement in the valuation in 2014-15.  This came to light when 
the finance team queried the significant uplift in the 2015-16 
property valuation figures.

Based on the evidence we obtained, we confirmed our agreement with the Council's accounting treatment for the 
PPA as follows:

• the information that resulted in the PPA was available to the Valuer at the time of the 2014-15 accounts and audit 
process. Therefore, the PPA was appropriate

• we were satisfied with the split of the increase in valuation between 2014-15 and 2015-16 for the assets 
concerned

• both the finance team and ourselves challenged the Valuer on his assumptions, and evidence available, to 
ensure the valuation of the Council's remaining asset base was fairly stated as at 31 March 2016.  We confirmed 
that correct build cost rates had been used for 2015-16. 

Finally, we noted that the Council has introduced additional procedures, when engaging with the Valuer, in order to 
reduce the likelihood of a PPA arising in future years.
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Audit of  the accounts

Audit opinion

We gave an unqualified opinion on the Council's accounts on 8 August 2016, 

significantly in advance of the 30 September 2016 national deadline.

The Council made the accounts available for audit in line with the agreed 

timetable, and provided a high quality set of working papers to support them. The 

finance team responded promptly and efficiently to our queries during the course 

of the audit.

Issues arising from the audit of the accounts

We reported the key issues from our audit of the accounts of the Council to the 

Audit and Governance Committee on 8 August 2016. 

In addition to the key audit risks previously reported on pages six and seven, our 

audit identified a small number of minor presentational changes which were 

processed by the Council.  We noted a small number of recommendations to 

further enhance the Council's controls from our follow up of prior year IT 

findings and review of property, plant and equipment.

Annual Governance Statement and Narrative Report

We are also required to review the Council's Annual Governance Statement and 

Narrative Report. These documents were included on its website alongside the draft 

accounts in line with the national requirements. 

Both documents were prepared in line with the relevant guidance and were consistent 

with  the supporting evidence provided by the Council and with our knowledge of the 

Council.

Whole of Government Accounts (WGA) 

We carried out work on the Council consolidation schedule in line with instructions 

provided by the NAO . We issued a group assurance certificate which did not identify 

any issues for the group auditor to consider.

Other statutory duties 

We also have additional powers and duties under the Act, including powers to issue a 

public interest report, make written recommendations, apply to the Court for a 

declaration that an item of account is contrary to law, and to give electors the 

opportunity to raise questions about the Council's accounts and to raise objections 

received in relation to the accounts.

We have not identified any issues that have required us to apply our statutory powers 

and duties under the Act.  We did not receive any objections from electors to the 

2015-16 accounts. There have been no circumstances that required us to issue a public 

interest report in respect of our 2015-16 audit.
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Value for Money conclusion (VFM)
Background

We carried out our review in accordance with the NAO Code of Audit Practice (the Code), following the guidance issued by the NAO in November 2015 which specified 

the criterion for auditors to evaluate:

In all significant respects, the audited body takes properly informed decisions and deploys resources to achieve planned and sustainable outcomes for taxpayers and local people. 

Key findings

Our first step in carrying out our work was to perform a risk assessment and identify the key risks where we concentrated our work.  The key risks we identified and the 

work we performed are set out in the table below and overleaf.

As part of our Audit Findings report, agreed with the Council in August 2016, we reported our conclusions arising from our VFM work.  This was presented to the Audit 

and Governance Committee on 8 August 2016.

Overall VFM conclusion

We are satisfied that in all significant respects the Council put in place proper arrangements to secure economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources for the 

year ending 31 March 2016.

Risk identified Work carried out Findings and conclusions

Health & Social Care Integration
The Council is seeking to deliver wide-
ranging changes and greater integration to 
ensure the financial sustainability of adult 
health and social care services. 

Working with partners from different 
organisations and service areas with 
potentially conflicting priorities, can be  
complex and high profile. 

We considered the Council's 
arrangements for working 
with other parties as part of 
the Better Care Fund, its
processes for managing risks 
arising from this, and how it 
monitors the effectiveness of 
the partnership working in 
delivering improvements to 
services.

The Council and CCG established a shadow Integrated Commissioning Board (ICB) in November 2015 with 
delegated powers relating to the BCF and management of S.75 agreements.  The Board includes 
representation from both the Council and the CCG.  The Council and CCG through the ICB, are working 
towards further integration of commissioning services including Adults and Children's health and social care, 
primary care and prescribing over the coming years.  

The successful integration and reconfiguration of these services in the coming years will be crucial to the 
future sustainability of both the Council and CCG.  Our review noted the sound foundations that have been 
put in place in 2015-16 and the commitment of both the Council and its partners to ensure integration 
continues and is successful in the future. We will be monitoring the Council's health and social care 
integration as part of our 2016-17 audit planning.

On this basis, we concluded that the risk was sufficiently mitigated and the Council has proper 
arrangements in place.
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Risk identified Work carried out Findings and conclusions

Future budgetary pressures
The medium term financial plan depends 
on its investment programme delivering 
radical changes to the way in which 
services are delivered.  The programme 
includes a number of key projects and 
investments, which are significant both in 
scale and financial terms.

The Council's future budgets remain 
challenging with further anticipated 
funding reductions coupled with
increasing demand and costs.  The 
Council estimated that, in the period to 
2017-18, it needed to address a gross 
budget gap of c£37m. 

We continued to monitor the 
Council's budgetary 
performance.  We considered 
the processes established by 
the Council to identify, 
manage and monitor the 
savings proposals to address 
the budget gap.

During our year-end audit, we 
held meetings with senior 
members of the finance team 
and reviewed various 
financial and budgetary 
documents.

The Council has set a balanced revenue budget for 2016-17. To achieve its balanced budget, savings of 
c£23m are required be to be achieved.  As 2016-17 has progressed, an additional £7m of savings have
been identified principally to offset the potential risks arising from Adult and Children's social care pathway 
redesign not delivering the planned efficiencies during 2016-17.

The Council has sufficient contingency balances to offset any issues regarding the possible non-delivery of 
social care service efficiencies in 2016-17 and is currently projecting a balanced position on its overall 
revenue budget for 31 March 2017.  

However, this only transfers the challenge into a future year and the Council's ability to provide 'one-off' 
mitigations will reduce year-on-year. The Council acknowledges this and is actively working to ensure the 
service redesign is progressed in order to deliver the required efficiencies, and improved outcomes, for 
service users in the future.

We do not have any significant concerns arising from our review of the Council's budget outturn or future 
financial planning processes which form part of its arrangements for delivering economy efficiency and 
effectiveness.

On that basis, we concluded that the risk was sufficiently mitigated and the Council has proper 
arrangements in place.

Risk Management arrangements:

The Council implemented new risk 
management arrangements in response 
to our recommendations from our prior 
year value for money conclusion work.

This links to the Council's arrangements 
for managing risks effectively and 
maintaining a sound system of internal 
control, demonstrating and applying the 
principles and values of good governance.

During our interim audit, we 
met with the Risk Manager to 
discuss the arrangements he 
had implemented since his 
appointment in September 
2015.  

We continued to monitor the 
implementation of his action 
plan, reviewing relevant 
documentation, and met with 
him again in July during our 
year-end audit.

Risks are now routinely reported to the Audit and Governance Committee, the Governance Board and to 
the Leadership Team, enhancing the awareness, ownership and actions to mitigate the risks, as a result 
of these discussions.  Risk management training has been provided to members of the Audit and 
Governance Committee and a number of risk champions have been appointed across all Council 
directorates.

Whilst there remains on-going areas to enhance the Council's risk management arrangements, the 
arrangements are in a stronger position compared to our findings in the prior year.  

On that basis, we concluded that the risk was sufficiently mitigated and the Council has proper 
arrangements in place.
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Working with the Council

Our work with the Council in 2015-16

We continue to enjoy a positive and constructive relationship with the Council. 

An efficient audit –the Council played its full part in us successfully bringing 

forward the accounts audit completion by a month, signing off on 8 August 

2016.  This means that the audit timetable is almost in line with the proposed 

statutory deadline of 31 July two years ahead of its introduction in 2018. This is 

a real achievement by the Council.

We delivered the accounts audit in line with the timescale we agreed with you,

releasing the Council’s finance team for other important work. 

Improved financial processes – during the year we reviewed the Council’s 

financial systems and processes including employee remuneration, non- pay 

expenditure and property plant and equipment. We liaised with the Council to 

enable it to streamline its working papers and processes including, journals, 

receivables and payables, fixed assets and related parties and made comments 

to further enhance controls in relation to the fixed asset register.

Understanding the Council’s operational health – through the value for 

money conclusion we provided the Council with assurance on its operational 

effectiveness. We highlighted the challenges and opportunities arising from its 

health integration work, the processes put in place to manage its in-year and 

medium financial position, and acknowledged the improvements made in relation 

to the Council's risk management arrangements.

Our value for money review provided the Council with external assurance over 

the economy, efficiency and effectiveness of the appropriate use of resources in 

2015-16.

Sharing our insight – we provided regular updates to management and the Audit 

and Governance  Committee updates covering best practice. Our publications 

shared with the Council included:

• Innovation in public financial management

• Knowing the Ropes – Audit Committee Effectiveness Review

• Making devolution work

• Re-forging local government. 

We will continue to provide the Council with our insights and publications into 

2016-17.

Thought leadership – We have  shared with the Council our publication on 

'Building a successful joint venture' and will continue our liaison as the Council 

considers greater use of alternative delivery models for its services. 

Providing training – we provided representatives of the Council’s finance team 

with training on financial accounts and annual reporting.  The session was well 

received and helped support the production of the accounts.  We will be running 

equivalent training workshops to support the 2016-17 accounts and audit process.
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Working with the Council
Working with the Council in 2016-17

Highways Network Asset

The Code of Practice on Local Authority Accounting (the Code) requires 

authorities to account for Highways Network Asset (HNA) at depreciated 

replacement cost (DRC) from 1 April 2016. 

The Code sets out the key principles but also requires compliance with the 

requirements of the recently published Code of Practice on the Highways Network 

Asset (the HNA Code), which defines the assets or components that will comprise 

the HNA. This includes roads, footways, structures such as bridges, street lighting, 

street furniture and associated land. These assets should always have been 

recognised within Infrastructure Assets. 

The Code includes transitional arrangements for the change in asset classification 

and the basis of measurement from depreciated historical cost (DHC) to DRC 

under which these assets will be separated from other infrastructure assets, which 

will continue to be measured at DHC.

This is expected to have a significant impact on the Council's 2016-17 accounts, 

both in values and levels of disclosure, and may require considerable work to 

establish the opening inventory and condition of the HNA as at 1 April 2016.

Under the current basis of accounting, values will only have been recorded against 

individual assets or components acquired after the inception of capital accounting 

for infrastructure assets by local authorities.  Authorities may, therefore, have to 

develop new accounting records to support the change in classification and 

valuation of the HNA. 

The nature of these changes means that Finance officers will need to work closely 

with their colleagues in the Highways department and potentially also to engage 

other specialists to support this work, and we are aware that  this is already 

happening at the Council.

Some of the calculations are likely to be complex and will involve the use of 

external models, a combination of national and locally generated rates and a 

number of significant estimates and assumptions.

We have been working with the Council on the accounting, financial reporting and 

audit assurance implications arising from these changes. This accounting 

development is likely to be a significant risk for our 2016-17 audit, so we have 

already had some preliminary discussions with the Council to assess the progress it 

is making in this respect. 

Our discussions with Council Officers to date has highlighted that good progress is 

being made to date.  We will continue our engagement with the Council on this 

issue to ensure this significant change in accounting is introduced in as smooth and 

efficient manner as possible.

The audit risks associated with this new development and other issues, and the 

work we plan to carry out to address them, will be reflected in our 2016-17 audit 

plan.

Non-audit support

In 2016-17, we will also be providing support outside of the audit. Our advisory 

team are in the process of providing you with access to CFO insights and Place 

Analytics, our online analysis tools furnishing you with access to insight on the 

financial performance, socio-economy context and service outcomes of councils 

across the country.  

We hope these tools will help support the Council in challenging its financial and 

operational performance across a number of areas and in comparison with other 

local authorities.
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Appendix A: Reports issued and fees

Fees

Planned
£

Actual fees 
£

2014-15 fees 
£

Statutory audit of Council 136,373 136,373 181,830

Housing Benefit Grant Certification 24,065 24,065 24,800

Total fees (excluding VAT) 160,438 160,438 206,630

We confirm below our final fees charged for the audit and confirm there were no fees for the provision of non-audit services.

Fees for other services

Service Fees £

Audit related services:

• Teachers Pension Return – reasonable assurance report 4,200

Non-audit services:

• None Nil

Reports issued

Report Date issued

Audit Fee Letter April 2015

Audit Plan, including interim findings April 2016

Audit Findings (ISA260) Report August 2016

Annual Audit Letter October 2016

Grants Certification Letter due December 2016
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Subject: Aligning local and regional priorities Status: For Publication

Report to: Audit and Governance Committee Date: 6th December 2016

Cabinet Member: Cabinet Member for Corporate 
and Regulation

Report of: Director of Neighbourhoods

Author Email:  
caroline.wolfenden@rochdale.gov.uk 

Author: Caroline Wolfenden

Tel: 01706 924734

1 Purpose of the report

1.1 The purpose of this report is to outline the connection between Rochdale Borough 
Council strategic priorities and those of the Greater Manchester Combined Authority 
(GMCA).

2 Recommendations

2.1 This report is for information only, however it is recommended that further work is 
required to align priorities where strategies and plans are unavailable and that Audit and 
Governance Committee support the notion that improvement is needed around corporate 
frameworks.

3 Background

3.1 The Council must prepare an Annual Governance Statement which outlines the 
systems; processes; culture and values by which the Council is directed and 
controlled. The Annual Governance Statement for year ending 31st March 2016 was 
presented to members of the Audit and Governance Committee on 8th August 2016. 

3.2 The statement referenced various strategies and plans that convey the Councils vision 
and priorities. The Committee requested that the Council demonstrate how it’s vision 
and priorities are aligned with priorities for the Greater Manchester region as a whole. 

3.3 Rochdale has a responsibility to work collaboratively as part of the Greater Manchester 
Combined Authority (GMCA). The GMCA was established in 2011, to formally bring 
together the ten Greater Manchester Councils in tackling issues that affect everyone in 
the region.
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 4 Regional position

4.1 In 2009 the Greater Manchester Strategy (GMS) was prepared in response to the 
Independent Economic Review and highlighted two key themes of Growth and 
Reform. The strategy was refreshed in 2013 and set out a series of priorities for a 
more prosperous, better connected and greener region by 2020 with more efficient 
public services and increased opportunities for local people.

4.2 The Growth and Reform Plan was developed in March 2014 to support delivery of the 
growth and reform ambitions set out in the GMS. In July 2014 Greater Manchester 
secured funding of £476.7m in response to the plan which supported the GMCA in 
delivering its strategic ambitions.

4.3 Since 2014 there have been four devolution deals which will transfer power from 
Central Government to local areas in respect of transport, housing, planning and 
policing. A Memorandum of Understanding also devolves £6bn of health and social 
care spending to Greater Manchester from 1st April 2016.

4.4 The changing operating environment and challenging global economic conditions has 
led GMCA to recommend a refresh of the Greater Manchester Strategy. A report has 
been submitted outlining a revised strategic approach with a new vision up to 2040 
and new priorities focused on People and Place. Other core strategies and plans that 
sit underneath the GMS are also in development.

4.5 The strategies and plans that are key to growth and reform in Greater Manchester 
include:

 Growth and Reform Plan (March 2014)
 EU Investment Plan (2014 - 2020)
 Police and Crime Plan (May 2016 - Dec 2017)
 Taking Charge of our Health and Social Care in Greater Manchester (Dec 2015)
 Mental Health Strategy (Feb 2016)
 Spatial Framework 2035 (in development)
 Transport Strategy 2040 (in development)
 Work & Skills Strategy 2016 - 2019 (in development)
 Climate Change and Low Emission Strategies Implementation Plan (2016 - 2020) 

(in development)
 Internationalisation Strategy 2016 - 2019 (in development)

 5. Local position

5.1 In 2011 the Council prepared its Sustainable Community Strategy which outlined a 
vision for the borough up to 2021: We aim to grow our economy and develop our 
borough through cooperation and partnership and improve the lives of local people 
and communities. The vision was underpinned by 3 key priorities around People, 
Place and Prosperity as well as a need to continuously improve. Sitting underneath the 
vision and priorities for the borough is the Council’s Corporate aims and objectives.

5.2 The most up to date partnership plan for the borough is ‘The Place Plan 2016 - 2021’ 
which was adopted by the Council in July 2016. The long term vision is still applicable 
as are the 3 priorities which are:
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People - we will safeguard and protect our vulnerable people and support people of all 
ages to be healthier, confident and resilient, in control and successfully managing their 
lives. We will enable communities to thrive and develop.

Place - We will create safe, resilient, flourishing and high quality places where people 
choose to live, work and invest.

Prosperity - We will encourage business growth and enterprise, increase our skills 
levels and create the conditions for the creation of good quality jobs.

5.3 The Council’s Corporate priorities are specified in the Corporate Plan 2016 - 2019 
which was adopted on 19th October. It sets out Education (People), Environment 
(Place) and Economy (Prosperity) as the main areas of focus, in contributing to our 
priorities over the next three years. The Corporate Plan also adopts a fourth priority for 
the Council around Performance to ensure that we provide the best value and use 
resources effectively to support continuous improvement.

5.4 There are a number of existing and developing strategies and plans that feed into the 
Place and Corporate Plan. These include: 

 Safer Communities Plan 2015 - 2018
 Co-operating for Better Health and Wellbeing 2016 - 2021
 Rochdale Schools Strategy 2015 - 2017
 Raising Participation Strategy 2013 - 2015 (needs refreshing)
 Children and Young Peoples Plan (in development)
 Housing Statement (in development)
 Investment and Growth Plan (in development)

 6 Alignment of strategies and plans 

6.1 To demonstrate how the Council supports wider regional work, an exercise has been 
undertaken to identify and align priorities and objectives outlined in all of the core, 
active GM and Rochdale strategies and plans (as noted earlier in this report). Please 
see Appendix 1 for tables of information.

6.2 It is fair to say that Rochdale’s key strategies and plans are well aligned with those of 
the GMCA. Our priorities are clearly focused on improving the borough whilst at the 
same time supporting the wider improvement of the region. 

6.3 Gaps to note relate to contributing to science and technology and dealing with 
terrorism where no explicit objective could be identified within available Rochdale 
strategies. There are also gaps in relation to our economic, housing and low carbon 
priorities but this is because our Housing Statement and Investment and Growth Plan 
are still in development. We are waiting for Greater Manchester plans relating to 
transport, planning; work and skills and the environment to emerge to further align 
local and regional priorities. 

6.4 The refresh of the Greater Manchester Strategy is also pertinent to this exercise. It will 
be imperative that our high level borough and corporate plans continue to align with 
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regional priorities once GM has confirmed its position. It is recommended that this 
exercise be undertaken again whereby alignment will be made against the priorities in 
the updated GMS and those contained within presently unavailable documents.

6.5 The exercise has also highlighted that there is duplication of priorities across several 
Council strategies and plans. It is also not obvious how corporate and borough 
priorities feed down through the organisation and our partnerships and into delivery 
plans. The golden thread that should exist between regional priorities, corporate 
priorities; directorate objectives and service level goals is not always clear and the 
organisation would benefit from an improved corporate framework that incorporates 
effective strategic and business planning processes. The Big Conversation recently 
held with staff also suggested a lack of understanding of the Council’s strategic 
approach. This is a piece of work that the Corporate Policy, Performance and 
Improvement Team recommends to take forward.

. 
7 Alternatives considered

7.1 Not applicable. Report is for information only.

8. Financial Implications

8.1 Not applicable. Report is for information only.

9  Legal Implications

9.1 Not applicable. Report is for information only.

10 Personnel Implications

10.1 Not applicable. Report is for information only.

11 Corporate Priorities

11.1 The report proposes that a comprehensive strategic and business planning framework 
be implemented to support the consistent development of strategies and plans that 
demonstrate the golden thread between priorities, objectives and measurable goals.

 

12. Risk Assessment Implications 

12.1 If a comprehensive corporate framework is not implemented, the Council may not 
sufficiently demonstrate effective strategic and business planning that supports quality 
and accountability.

13. Equalities Impacts

13.1 Workforce Equality Impacts Assessment

Not applicable. Report is for information only and does not impact the workforce
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13.2 Equality/Community Impact Assessments

Not applicable. The report is for information only and does not require an Equality 
Impact Assessment.
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Appendix 1

The tables attempt to align Rochdale priorities with those of Greater Manchester. Column 1 
highlights the priorities outlined in each of the active Greater Manchester Strategies and 
Plans. Column 2 identifies priorities set by Rochdale Council aligned as far as possible with 
the relevant GM priority. Column 3 identifies the active Rochdale plan or strategy in which the 
local priority is documented. 

Priorities in the Greater 
Manchester Strategy

Rochdale Priorities Related Rochdale 
plan or strategy

Support delivery of increased housing 
provision across the borough to 
support economic growth

Place PlanDelivering targeted 
investment based on market 
needs

Integrate commissioning services so 
they are based on need, are evidence 
based, of high quality and effectively 
targeted

Place Plan

Improving retail and commercial 
facilities in town centre

Place PlanRevitalising Greater 
Manchester’s town centres

Consider options to deliver town 
centre housing

Place Plan

Meet current and future housing 
needs including affordable housing

Corporate Plan

Facilitate bringing forward of private 
and stalled sites to

Place Plan

Improving both integration of 
infrastructure planning and 
connectivity

Regenerate infill and brownland sites 
in urban areas to widen housing 
choice

Place Plan

Placing Greater Manchester 
at the leading edge of 
science and technology

Supporting business growth new and 
existing businesses and creating and 
retaining jobs

Place Plan; 
Corporate Plan

Supporting business growth; 
improving international 
competitiveness

An increase in business investment 
and wealth creation

Corporate Plan

Increase the number of people into 
employment and increase 
employment rate in the borough

Place Plan; 
Corporate Plan

Improving readiness for school Corporate Plan

Reforming public service 
delivery to build 
independence and raise the 
productivity of residents

Increase educational attainment Place Plan
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Raise the skill levels of residents Place Plan; 
Corporate Plan

Drive apprenticeship growth Corporate Plan

Support development of young people 
through a range of education; training 
and employment opportunities and 
advice and guidance

Corporate Plan

Ensure that our schools are good or 
better; that there are sufficient places 
and that all children and young people 
are encouraged to attend and are 
supported appropriately and that 
educational attainment is increased

Rochdale Schools 
Strategy; Place 
Plan; Corporate  
Plan

Transform services by increasing 
independence and self-help and 
creating sustainable demand

Place Plan

People feeling confident in managing 
their own health, wellbeing and care 
and knowing how and where to 
access services when they need them

Place Plan

Priorities in the Growth 
and Reform Plan

Rochdale Priorities Related Rochdale plan or 
strategy

Growing volume and 
capacity of apprenticeships

Drive apprenticeship growth Corporate Plan

Addressing worklessness Increase the number of 
people into employment and 
increase employment rate in 
the borough

Place Plan; Corporate Plan

Upskilling residents Raise the skill levels of 
residents

Place Plan; Corporate Plan

Reforming health and social 
care

Creating a financially 
sustainable, integrated health 
and social care system 
through new models of care 
and support which will 
encourage appropriate use of 
hospital, social, primary care

Place Plan
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Improving early years 
provision

Early help to create a good 
start in life, promote, support 
and build personal and 
community independence 
and resilience

Place Plan, Corporate Plan
Rochdale Schools Strategy; 
Place Plan; Corporate  Plan

Improving accessibility to and 
from the M62 corridor

Place PlanImproving transport 
connectivity

Extending the Metrolink to 
new areas of the borough 
and improve heavy rail 
accessibility

Place Plan

Providing growth services to 
businesses

Support business growth and 
create and retain jobs

Place Plan

Priorities in the EU 
Investment Plan

Rochdale Priorities Related Rochdale plan or 
strategy

Be one of Europe’s premier 
city regions known for 
creativity, culture and sport 
and the commercial 
exploitation of a world class 
knowledge base

Maximise the attractiveness 
of our waterways – promote 
the South Pennines as a 
tourist and visitor attraction 

Place Plan

Compete globally for talent, 
investment, trade and ideas

Be a city region where all 
people are valued and able 
to fully participate in and 
benefit from the city region’s 
success, where every 
resident, neighbourhood and 
borough can contribute to 
and benefit from our shared 
sustainable future

Be known for our good 
quality of life, our low carbon 
economy and our 
commitment to sustainable 
development alongside an 
outstanding natural 
environment

Grow into a fairer, healthier, 
safer and more inclusive 
place to live, known for 
excellent, efficient, value for 
money services and 
transport choices
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Priorities in the GM Police 
and Crime Plan

Rochdale Priorities Related Rochdale Plan or 
strategy

Tackling crime and anti-
social behaviour

Preventing and tackling anti-
social behaviour

Safer Communities Strategy; 
Place Plan; Corporate Plan

Putting victims at the centre Supporting victims of all 
types of crime and ASB

Safer Communities Strategy

Safeguarding and protecting 
vulnerable children, young 
people and adults

Place Plan; Locality Plan

Preventing offending by 
children and young people

Safer Communities Strategy

Reducing the harm caused 
by drugs and alcohol

Safer Communities Strategy; 
Place Plan

Protecting vulnerable 
people

Tackling Domestic Abuse Safer Communities Strategy

Dealing with terrorism

Dismantling Organised Crime 
Groups

Safer Communities Strategy; 
Place Plan

Serious organised crime 
and maintaining public 
safety

Promoting Community 
cohesion and reducing 
incidences of hate crime

Safer Communities Strategy; 
Place Plan

Reducing crime Safer Communities Strategy; 
Place Plan;

Investing in and delivering 
high quality policing 
services

Transforming Justice Safer Communities Strategy

Building and strengthening 
partnerships.

Increasing confidence and 
satisfaction

Safer Communities Strategy; 
Place Plan

Priorities in the GM 
Taking Charge Plan

Rochdale Priorities Related Rochdale Plan or 
strategy

Extending lifestyle behavior 
and change programmes

Locality PlanUpgrading population health 
prevention

Ensuring people adopt 
healthier lifestyles and 
become economically active

Place Plan
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Increasing early years and 
early intervention and 
reducing low birth weights

Locality Plan

People confident in managing 
their own health and 
wellbeing and know where to 
access services

Place Plan

Transforming community 
based care and support

More coordinated and 
personalised care through 
multidisciplinary teams 
working in the community

Locality Plan

More intensive support for 
short periods in the 
community

Locality Plan

Supporting people that need 
to be cared for 24/7

Locality Plan

Standardising acute and 
specialist care

Activities to support people 
with or at risk of developing a 
mental health condition

Locality Plan

Standardising clinical 
support and back office 
service

System transformation Locality Plan

Integrating commissioning of 
health, care and wellbeing so 
that services are in place to 
meet all the needs of the 
person – encourage 
appropriate use of hospital, 
social and primary care 

Locality Plan; Place Plan

Reducing health inequalities 
and supporting vulnerable 
groups 

Place Plan

Ensuring people feel safe at 
all times when using health 
and care services

Place Plan

Supporting people to live at 
home for as long as possible 
and 

Place Plan

Enabling better care

Reduce numbers of people 
dying from heart; lung and 
cancer related diseases

Place Plan
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Priorities in the GM 
Mental Health Strategy

Rochdale Priorities Related Rochdale Plan 
or strategy

Simplifying the provider 
system

Focusing on vulnerable 
groups

Supporting employers and 
the workforce

Partnership working and 
integrating services

Building resilient 
communities

Embedding 5 ways to Wellbeing 
as a framework for prevention and 
sustainable recovery

Providing timely and accurate 
assessments closer to home and 
offer right support

Reduce number of people 
reaching mental health crisis 
through managed approach to 
care

Shift balance of current systems 
from acute inpatient services to 
local community provision

Locality Plan
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